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MAYFIELD - Home insulation percent for -individual homes, Walker
saved an average of 33 percent on . said.
heating eosts last wititerfarlow-income Imitation and winterizing measures -
homeowners who participated in the for 81 dernonstration homes idvarious
first phase of- TVA's home insulation parts of the TVA area were carried out
program, according to John---E-dd summer by local contractors hired
Walker,' general manager of West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative.
Bdth Walke,r and Luther Nance with
Electric System are calling a
current, home :energy inspection-. _ _
insulation loanprogram "good."
by TVA. Local power distributors, such
as West Kentucky RECC, and
community agencies . cooperated in
selecting the demonstration homes
among homeowners with low incomes
iv/re-had -.faced -high- elect* heating
Walker told the 
-bills the previous winter. 
Murray Ledger and 1:VA's current insulation program„
operating real well. We
.




 offers interest-free funding for
' have_ 
••
--attic insulationr to consinners using
inspector here who has made several -electric heat, was based on infurmation
inspections." collected from the demonstration
Persons using TVA electricity to heat - Program.
their homes can apply for a free home "Our findings from the
energy inspection and if the inspector demonstration homes showed that
determines a need for additional many consiuners, especially low-
insulation, TVA will provide interest income consumers, lave problems in
free loans . for up to $300 to insulate keeping the home warm at costs they
homes. can afford," Walker said. "TVA's home
Nance said Murray Electric System insulation program is designed to help
has an inspector working with the reduce electricity costs and aid in
system now and another is expected to overall conservation efforts by-offering
undergo- training 'soon.- "We've had _ no-interest loans to consumers wishing
about 40 inquiries about the program," to install attic insulation." -
Nance said. In return for having their homes
Walker indicated WERE-CC - has -- the homeowners in-Phase
gotten about..354e inquiries about the-- ag_re_e_cf` te Provide infOrMation on
program sine it started,,about two changes in electricity consumption and
weeks ago. , : ., • family living habits. TVA will continue
• Savings for demonstration homes to use this information to determine the
averaged $120 for the winter season on .affects of Insulation and winterization -
electric heating bills. The reductions in under actual family. living conditions,
heating bills ranged from 21 to 49 Walker concluded.
The 'Fantasticks'
Fathers'. Plans Go Awry
By JENNIFER DAY
Hucklebee and Bellaniy havekkla alt
figured out:. at thsy -The
fathers of two Oil-411(104ft fn 'i!The -
,Fantasticks," the Murray-Calloway
- County- -Comireanity Theatre •
production, • entertain 'the Murray
Rotary Club Thursday with their
notions about kids. Hucklebee *and
Bellomy are certain that the-revetse
psychology of saying no will get the.
desired results. In the
Fantasticks" their plans often go awry.
Hucklebee is portrayed by J. William
Phillips, Rt. 4. Phillips is an attorney
practicing in Murray. His past
performances with. the community
theatre include Jack Dalton in -Curse
You Jack Dalton" and the part of the
sheriff in -Torn Sawyer."
Bellamy Is played by Mark Wilson of
Pontiac. litida. Wilton' is. a, semi-.
-prakasfOrta! kinger-Workkig togged a
bachelors degree in music at Murray.
State University.
"The .Fantasticks" • will run-
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evenings, "October 13, 14, and 15 at 8
p.m. on"Siinday, October 16, there will
be a matinee performance at 3 p.m.
-The plaYlvill bt- staged at the -Old
Freight Depot on Railroad Avenue off
Hwy. 94 East. Tickets are $2.50 for
adults and $1.00 for children. Tickets
and reservations can be obtained by
calling 95,9-1752. Tickets are also
-available from members of the theatre
or at the Public Library.
SINGING FATHERS - Bellomy (Mark Wilson) and Hucklebee (J. Wiliam
Phillips) sing of the troubles with their children during rehearsakfor "The
Fantasticks," a productton by the Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre which will run October 13-16.
inside today
Pbot? by Jennie B. Gordon
One Section --- 12 Pages
The Murray High Tiger's held on to a 7-0 lead last night,
despite the wet field conditions; to give hometown fans a
victory over-Trigg County. For a complete report on the
- gar tie., includieg photos, tarp to today's. Sports Section.
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In Our 98th Year 15e Per Copy
KlWANS AWARD - Durwood katty, (left), secretary of the Kiwanis
Club of Murray, stands with J. D. Rayburn, recipient of the dub's Kiwanis




The Murray Kiwanis Club presented
J. D. Rayburn of Murray the "Kiwanis
International Legion of Honor Award"
at their Officer Installation 'Banquet
Thursday, October 6. This- sward.-is -
presented to members with twenty-five
.-.years of perfectattendance in Kiwanisa
• - " • - . ' - -
Rayburn was born ioaci rear. in_.
_Welter _purity. receiscat
Master Of Atts degree from George
_Peabody College and_his.B. S. degree
from-Murray State-University wherefie
played guard on Murray Statea only ,
unbeaten football team . of 1933.
Rayburn also played varsity basketball
for three years. He coached
Whiatcroft High SehoOl for two years
and was football-and basketball coach
at _ y•High School- when lie entered
'The military servid.
in the-European Theater of Operation
for three Years.
Upon . returning from service
Rayburn cornpleted the spring-term-it-
= rtay '.111411C-Sahaarl• anti-: went to
Providence High School' as coach and
principal. After one year. .nayaura
became juperintendent-of,Providenee
City Schools arid served in that capacity!
, for twenty years. He came to Murray
State University in 1966- where -he
served as College Supervisor of Student
- Teaching in the Department of
_ Instruction and Learning-and,after .41
years of service to education retired
June-30, 1977. ..
- • Rayburn -- past It. governor- Of
-19-of-the Kentuelty-Tennessee
, . District of Kiwani's..Internatiatial-He
was a member of the Providence
Kiwanis Club and held" the of fifes of
cd'erieAsit, * - Viee:President, Secretary,
treasurer, and member of the Board Of
Directors, as well as chairman of
numerous committees. When he moved -
to .Murray, Rayburn inunediately
joined the Murray Kiwanis Club and
has served the -club in many capacities.
' •
oluno• 95 No .! 19
-Minimum Wage Almost
Certain To Get Okay
- ..
the lioAr4 of,Dieeetara.-13e-waaselected_
as t'Kiwanien of the Year" by his fellow
' members in 1976. •
One of his proudest Kiwanis
achtevements•andan-indication of his
. to .Kiwanis and-the
community in which he lives is his 25
years ef_periect atteridanceje Kiwanis.
Rayburn is aanember and deacon of
the First I3aptist Church of Murray.
By LOWELL ATCFILEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
Name a subject and Otis Lovins can
probably recite a poem about it.
In.1960hia_ccilleageOcialhe ;canter:icy 
Legislature named him Kentucky's
'honorary poet laureate," second to the
state's offieialhard, JesseStitart.
Lovins, a 76-year-old retired
COtuda_schooLleacher arid
one-time_ _circuit cotut clerk, only
served one term in the state Nouse.
"I probably would have stayed there
longer, but I voted for the Egg Law.
(The Uniform Egg Law, which
regulates the size, akape, color and
general quality of- eggs' sold on the
AT THE HOMEPLACE - Otis Lovins, a retired school teacher, one time
member of the Kentucky House, and former circuit court clerk, stands in
front of the homeplace he commemorated in verse recently. The 76-year-
old Calloway Countian is recognized both as a writer and reciter of poetry.
Photo by Lowell Atchley
had so increased that things were- ---hirghly compensated by-the beautiful
seats,
"And the jackknives car%
initials..."
"I made 148 a month teaching scir
when I, started," Lovins reminisc,-
That was in 1924. His first school wa a
one room affair calTed "Water-7
southwest of what is ,no* New Concur
Eleven pupils attended in all grades
"I wouldn't be as nerzous if I met ''ak
Pfiesideat today than -when I wala •
into class that first day," Lovins
The second year his clam 1
- increased to 25.
Lovins later taught school
5 Macedonia in Calloway County in
he entered Murray Normal School.
confirmed in intervals at what is
Murray. State University until lafal
guess_ I started in Genesis
continued on through Revelater:,
Lovins chuckled. '
In 1939 Loving ran for and won
Calloway County 4circuit court cl(a- k s
same He served that office until 1946-
;4_ leexQlained: -It was while
'circuit court clerk, during a Murry
Trade Day that I permed the _words A
 -team
WASHINGTON (AP) - It is-nearly
certain that more than three million
Arnericen workers paid the minimum
wage Will -get a false of 35 cents willow.
next New Year's Day.
How big the raises will be in the
future is up to . a House-Senate-
conference committee, which will meet
later this month to adjust differences
between House and Senate versions of
the federal minimum wage bill.
nath_versions of the bill would raise.
WaigeTkierte-$2.65 an hicar•on..lan. 1,-
up from the $2.30 that has been in effect
since Jan. 1,1976.
The Senate bill would provide for
future increaseg of 25 cents an 'hour
every Jan. 1 lo_.a top of $3.40 an hour in
1981. The House bill would allow 20-cent
annual increases, stopping at $3.05 in
1980.
.̀--The measure will directly affect a
little more than three per ̀ceht of the
nation's 90 million workers. ofFieial
'figures shim an -estimated- 3.1 million
persons are paid the minimum wage.
The Senate passed its bill Friday, 63-
-24. Approval was'votedTOrthe measure
after senators' rejected four efforts to
_ .
, exerielit yoliths -tinder 29 frdfh-the
minimum wage or set for them a wage
floor 15 to, 25 percent below th_t_adok_
minimtut
The Senate also turned back an
attempt by Sen. William Scott, R-Vit.,
to permit employers to hire perseni
over 68 -years old at 75 per cent of the:
minimum wage. The vote was 77-14.
The proposals for a sob-minimum
wage for young workers were backed
by business- but -opposed by organized
lab
The House defeated the properied
"youth opportunity differential" by one
vote. in eptember. The closest Senate
vote, 49-44, was on a 'proposal by Sen.
Pete. V. Dominici, ft-N.M., to allow
employers to hire teenagers for slit
months at 85 per tent of the. adult
minimum wage.
On another key issue, the Senate
voted a modest,. increase in the
minifiturn wage eterriPtion for ortu-II --
business - from $250,000 pr less gross -
annual sales to V/75,000 on July I, 1$711,
and $325,000 on July 1980. The Muse-
had voted to exempt businesses with -
gross sales up to $500,000.
Band Contest Slated
..Twentaatwa Ing4.aelteel bands ism).
five states will compete in the third
annual Festival of Champions
• Marching Band Contest on the -caniptix
of 'Murray State University on
Saturday, Oct. 15.
To begin at 9:50 a.m. in Roy Stewart
Stadium with an inspection, the festival 
Columbia Central, and Montgomery
will include field marching preliminary 
Central from Cunningham.
competition -at -11 ii-an, --and finals - G ---ii--- 0-06 
Indiana - Center Grove in
,•• - --
competition from 9 - to 9 pan.- to-0-  gri-s.-niu.i  Nurniancl- 3, inst....Louis_ .. _
_ . .
defertfaine=liand 'Champion-. anda _. -Ohio L' Nort-hmont in Clan' 77----- • -
Kentucky State Champion. Admission is $2 for adults and $1 for
Bands from Kentucky. Tennessee, chasten, for preliminary or finals
Ohio, Indiana, and . Missouri . have . competitian. Adults_ may bu.y
indicated they -Will pattieipate -in the tombinatiott, _ 'tickets for beet
event sponsof0 by-Miirray State arid- preliminaries and finals for 43.
the MarchinkThoreaVibred Band. The Advance tickets are $2 aiid. rimy 'be,.
'' -ndS are s• - '''4.• . - Obtained by -calling the Wirral State .
Kentucky -- Caldwell County, Trigg , University band office at 1502) 762-4395.
- C904.-1,01  Oak, Pendleton Coiinty„.
Murray, Franklin-Simpson,
Hopkinsville, Daviess County, Marshall
County, ChrisTlan -Courity, Reldland -
Apollo, Fast Hardin, Central City, and
Greenville.
;Tennessee - Milan, Huntingdon,
Ha's Poem For Everything
' 'I sat by my window and watched the
different vehicles go by, _
"There were trucks, buses and nice
cars,
"Ectit„„it_uta% an old c.harkley wagon 
that caught my eye,
- "On that wagon sat .an elderly man
who drove ail old team soslow,
watched as he went out of sight,
*_'_AncLiny_mincL went_haek-saieral,
.years,ago...!'. _ .
-- Latins -says he re-entered the
teaching profession in the early 50's,
after working at a number of other jobs..
I taught high school until the
consolidation drill countychigh*Selidols
in 1960. After the- consolidition
market, effectively outlawed direct egg became head teacher and principal at
sales from farmers to grocers.) New Concord Elementary. I taught .
thought I was doing a good deed there until I retired in 19662'
voting for it. Boy, that backfired on me. "If you are searching for a pot of •
So, turned to my old love of teaching." gold- at the end of a rainbow" Lovirts
Lovins said. said, -don't enter the school teaching
Mention teaching and Lovins will profession. From the monetary
recite John Greenleaf. Whittier's-.. significance you will never find the gold '
"School Days": • nuggest, But, if you love young people,
"Still sets the school house by the and can apply: yourself, you 'will be
road, .
ragged beggar sunning, colors which that arc of light affords.
"Around it still the sumacs grow, That I cannot say of politics!"
"And blackberry vines are running. Lovins recites a particularly touching
"Within, the master's desk is seen, . poem which he wrote about his 'wife
"Deep scarred by raps officiaL who died about nine years ago. "It was
"The warping floor, the battered the biggest shock of my life. I realized
,the true meaning of sorrow," he said.
"I realized the true Meaning ot
sorrow
"1 fathomed the depths of despair:
' 'When I looked into her eyes and saw
"That life was no longer there...."
Lovins wrote inpart, of his wife's
passing
Lovins' latest poem tells about his
- homepitice-at the foot of shill near New
Concord, about 100 yards from his
Present home. The house, once a log
cabin, is preserved much the same way
as his father and mother, now dead, left
' it.
. -The initial part of our old home
place was built near, or probably
during 1888. It was a log structure hewn
with a broad ax. Most of the logs are
yellow poplar. My father purchased the
property during 1892. -
"My .4.ad, 'Edward Wilson Lovins,
,married my Mother Sarah Virginia
getting a little crowded in the cabin
with its up stairs retreat and the one
-little frame room in the rear, so it was
given a little face lifting. Two extra
rooms were added," Lovins destribed.
Later Lovins' father had the house
weatherboarded and painted. "Other
than being scarred by the marks of
time, the old house now stands as of
then," Lovins said.
Following is Lovins' tribute to his old
home place:
Old Home Echoes
As the day wanes and the sun
radiant beaftis
In the late evening glow, -
The silent shadows softly-fail from our
homestead
Of many years ago.
The Old porch swing softly sways to the
melody
Of the whispering air.
While- the settee seems to patiently
await for
The hands that placed it there.
The branches of the red rose bush have From the morning dew..
'With ii-sentimentaTfeeting we left the
The years of passing time; , _ 
.6 old horne
casts its
ldcClue on November 21, 1897, and the And the old mocking bird seems lo
following day they moved to thy..ealii,o_-----karoon the lOneliness
"-̀ ind liyed on that spat "iuifil 810 tot • Of the-old home tor tetiteh pine.
passed away during 1900,". Lovins said. -Th-e giades 6finghT4w1itry
. The famify-ioon grew to soven•ioaii. kacjskiak the sunset from the hill.
__Memory a My Dad': tovins . related. "By -1008, fie family From the nioop-lit vile floats the notes-• • • • Otis Lovingfr -
Of a lonesome whip-000r-will.
On memories wings a voice is wafted
from this.
Our childhood shrine.
The kitchen door opens and mother
ca'l'IshC ildren, it issuppertime".
In fancy, we are again seatedaround
The old table there.
Each head is bowed, and Dad prays
_The evening prayer.
Yes, it is only a mental vision spun
From the scenes of fleeting years:
But, the lessons learned haVe lightened
our burdens
And allayed our many fears.
The old cane bottomed chairs are left
around the table
As they were in the days of yore.
The children have grotvn old •
And mother and dad are here no
more:
Scenes of the past our Memories can_
glean
But never renew.
They vanish with the passing years like
vapor
With its-familiar scenes and all:
Rut as rpassfcl the old kitchen door
A mental refrain-of a suppertinie
-






Baby Boy Lencki (mother
Sheila J. 101 S. 10th St.,
Murray, Mrs: -Pamela J.
Lackey and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Henry, In., Mrs. Vickie C.
Lance and Baby boy, P. 0.
Bnx 202, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debra Sue Kendall and.
- Baby Boy, R. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Jeanette Garland and Baby
Boy, R. 1, Almo, Mrs. Martha
E. Adams and Baby Boy, R. 2,
Box 107-A, Murray, Miss
Valerie J. Thweatt, R. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Erma R. Nan-
ney, 411 S. 8th St., Murray;
Miss Leesw F. Gordon, R. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Griselda E.
Morgan, R. 6, Box 296,
Murray, Mrs. Eileen N.
Marello, 803 N. 17th St.,
Murray,. Miss Lori Ann
-.0sborn, R. .4, Murray, Mrs.'.
Imogene L. Wagster, Box 334,
.Paris, Tn., Mrs. Denise M.
Cashion, Box 29 Green Acres
Tr. Ct., Murray, J. C.
Schroeder, R. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
David D. Duncan, Boit 5718
Hart Hall MSU, Murray,
Jerry B. Wallace, R. 3, Box
13C2, Murray, Jewell G.
Woods, R. 1; Benton, Mrs.
Vanessa A. Carter, 333 W.
- Fjthjn St lilayfietd;
Charles P. Rothschild, R. 1,
Box 23, Clinton, Mrs. 14arbara
Brown, R. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Sharon G. Warmack, General
Delivery, Almo, Mrs. Sandra
B. Murdock, Box 124, Lynn-
ville, Robert Hoke, R. 1,
Murray, Leonard AV. Foust,
IV Jean St, Paris, 
•William E. Barnhill, R. 2,
'Buchanan, Tn.,- Commie -E.'
cam, R. 1, Box 67, Almo, Mts.,
Ora - Harder, 503 Elm SL„,
- Murray, Mrs.'-Ernina Steely,
731 Riley Ct., Murray, Mrs.







.,Mr. Sarah C...Green and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs. Marsha R. McClure and
-- -Baby Boy, P.O. -Box 445,
Murray, Mrs, 'Hazer K. Pogue-.
and Baby Boy, 301 S. 11th.,
Murray, Mrs. Tima M.
Smock, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Ernestine ossey, Ht.
Murray, Mrs. Sandr,a, G. West,
RI. 7, Mayfield, Miss 'Heather
u. 'Bell, Rt. 7, Mayfield, 'Jerry_
D. Carroll, rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra R. Quist, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Mete- J. Beane,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Linda F.
Cooper, Rt. 2, Big Sandy, Tn.,
Mrs. Margaret L. Campbell,
rt. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Shirley
--F Darnell, 131_2,. Murray,
Mrs. Jessie M. Morganti, 215
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Sarah Nance, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Sherran K.
Stevenson, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs.
Cora M. Smith, Rt. 8, Benton,
Miss Janice Shelton, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Drurey T. McSwain,
110 N. Lake St., Paris, Tn.,
Coil C. Phillips, 1000 Poplar,
Murray, TelustL. Broach, Rt:
2, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Th8ltni
I. Bennett, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Vara P. Hale, 215 S. 15th.,
Murray, Fray Wilson, 310 N.
5th., 503 S. 6th., Murray, Mrs
Sarah F. Wrye, 503 S. 6th.,
Murray, Iven V. Folwell, Rt
3, Murray, Brent A. Atkins.









Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Herr
Mrs. Vickie C. Liner. mai
Baby Boy, Bs. 201'. Array.
"irold Elkins, Rt. 7,Mayfield.
Mrs. Robbie L. Bazzell, Rt. 1
Bx. 300 Murray. Mrs. Peggy S.
Noel, 1608 Sycamore, Murray.
Mrs. Shirley R. Hargrove, Rt 7
Mayfield. Mrs. Bettye R.
Albin, 1510 Canterbury,
Murray. CV. IMwis, Rt. 8„
Murray. Mrs:- Mildred E.
Austin, Rt 1 Cottage Grove,
Tn. Miss Margaret A. Acree,
Rt. 7 Murray, J.C. Russell, Rt.
6, Murray, Jessie J. McCallon,
Rt. 7, _Msr.ray, Mack T.
Hosford, Gen. De. Puryear,
Th., William L. Kennedy, Rt, 4
Mayfielyi, Mrs. Vadie Cour-
sey, 63r Riley -Ct.-441wray,
Mrs. Jessie -Flora, -1618
W. lassiter, 506 Vine, Murray,
Miss 011ie R. Smith, Gen. Del.
Almo, Mm: Opheila Mayer,
706 Riley Ct. Murray, Miss
Geraldine Kelly, Rt. 3
Murray, Hal Mathis, Dexter,
„Earnestine Skinner, 206 Pine,
Murray, Luther T. Easley, Rt
7 Bx. /5-3' Mayfield.
VOur-defined
-What is self-rising flour? It
an all-purpose flour to which
baking powder and salt have
been added. (One and one-half
teaspoons baking powder and
•:-one-half teaspoon salt to one
.- cup of flour.)' It is convenient
!Or making biscuits and other '
quick breads. All-purpose
flour gives best results in yeast
breads.
71' s




If you store potatoes in
a cool dark moist place they
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NAMED AMBASSADORS TO COURT - Mr. and Mrs. Max Hurt (left) and Dr. and Mrs. Harry Sparks (center)
received the "red carpet" treatment on accent weekend in Louisville. Hurt and Or: were both dubbed "am-
bassadors to the Court of King Louis XVI and charged with "srpeading the word throughout the kingdom, extolling
the marificence and benevolence, hospitality and bon Appetit of Greater Louisville." The program, founded by the
Greater Louisville Motel-Hotel Association and named after the French king for whom Louisville was named, brings -
two or three couples from throughout the state to Louisville for a complimentary weekend. At right are Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Brewer, manager of the Howard Johnson's Downtown, who hosted the weekendfor the local couples.
- - Saturday,Oczober 8
Old newspaper drive will be
heM tij, Boy Scdut Troop" No.
77_ Call 753-3824 for old




Theatre will present "Hot L
Baltimore" at eight p.m.
Annual Mgrriy_ftogionsl
Marching Band Festival will
be held at Roy Stewart
Stadium at six p.m.
Discovery Walk will start at
Center Station at two p.m. and
Hike 'Day -Wilt- '11t- Fort
Henry Hiking Trail Parkiiig lq
from seven to 10:30 a.m. in
Land Between the Lakes.
Tanning demonstration will be
at Empire. Farm from ten a.
an_ to four-p. in.
Saturday, October 8
Apple and bake sale will be
held in front of Roses by the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.
Saturday, October 8
Old Fastriorr ice c1erifl 
social and style show will be at
Specialty Shop at two p.m.
Videotape feature, "Fort
Bragg Follies," will be shown
from eight a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
Tdrkèy Shoot. vial -be held-. at
Jackson_ Purchase Gun Club,
sponSore-d  by the East
Calloway FTC.
Sunday, October 9 -- -
Open house will be held by
the Rev. arid Mrs. Lawson
Williamson at the parsonage









A few demonstrators available. Save a bunch of money by getting one
rather than spring when prices will be much higher.
----1
Several In Stock to Choose From.
Enjoy the most beautiful boating season all this fall
now
HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL INC.
Take 94 East from Murray for about 2 miles:take right on 280 for 7 miles
Boviner'sSrolcery„.„pon't turn, .. straight into Panciuma to stv 
right, then left - Congratulations You've -





sponsored by Murray Squar-
A-Naders, will be held at-
Kenflicky Dam Village state:
Park, Gilbertsville, frdm two
to five p.m. Proceeds will go to
Crippled Children's Telethon
with cost being five dollars_per,
couple, minimum donation.
-Murray Civic Music-
Association will present the
Soviet Geo:Ilan Dancers at
8t30__ _p.m. ;_in 'Lovett
Atglitorium, Muriay State
University. Admission is by




Gary Hainsworth who will
leave soon for a two year
mission in Peru for the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints will be held at the WOW
Hall at 4:30 p.m. Public is
invited.
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
East FTC, will be at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club Starting at
twelve noon.
Sunday, October 9
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include tanning
demonstration at Empire
Farm from ten a.m. to four-
p.m., and slide show on
wildflowers and birds at
Center Station at two p.m.
Monday, October 10
Sigma Department, Murray.
-Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting featuring a
panel discussion by city of
Murray mayor candidates at
730 p.m. at the club house.
Public is invited.
Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet at the band
room of the high school
follow4 the football. game.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
have a luncheon at twelve




u h Women will meet at
the home of Mary Kathryn
Cain at seven p.m.
Riftb Warren_ Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Mary Boyd at seven p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Unit of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle;
First United Methodist
Church Women, will meet in
senior youth room of the
church at seven p.rri.
'Recovery, IRE., will meet It•
seven p.m., note change in
time, at the Health Center,
-74,1s -and Olixte Straiete..-
-Monday, October 10 -
Ekeserxrations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club
should-be- made today_ WIt1S-„-
•
CPS Dinner honoring Doris
Rowlanli will ' be hosted by
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association at tile
Tuesday, October 11
Lakers Good- Sax*
Clamping Club will have
wiener roast for all families of
the club and their guests at the
riellMarray-Calkistay Park in.
the pavilion by the old court
house at 6:30 p.m. All campers
are invited and for in-
formation -call Ned Wilson,
'president, or any other
__member a the club.
Holiday Inn at seven..p.m. •
Monday, October 10
Planning "meeting for
Haunted House for the FTC
Fall Festival at North
Calloway Elementary School
will be at Perkins Pancake
and Steak House seven p.m.'
All persons interested an with
"ideas are urged to attend.
Tuesday, October 11
.Religious Studies Sym-
posium will be held for-- two
days in Room 208, Faculty
Hall, MSU. Admission is free
and public is invited.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Alice Waters With
Mrs. H. G. Dunn, Htssie
clter-With" Mrs . 1 ,thta 
Graves, and Maryleona Frost
at the church, all at 9:30 a.m.,
and Faith Doran in Senior
Youth Room of church at two
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Countryside
with Carolyn Enoch for a
potluck and wine-exchange,
New Providence with Bonicha
Williams, Paris Road with
Lyda Sue Collins, and Cold-
water with Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
all at one p.m.
American Legioa Post O.
329 will meet at seven p m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at ten a.m. with a sack
lunch at noon.
Groups of First Christian
Church Women's Fellowship
will meet as follows: I at home
of Mrs. Walt Apperson at ten
alt. with program by Mrs.
Ken Kellar; and IV with Mrs.
Dan McKeel at 7:30 p.m. with





University Women will meet
at the home of Ruth Cole at
7:15 p.m. with Dr. Farouk
Umar as guest speaker.
Tuesday, October 11
The Murray Preschool
Corporation will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the MSU Early
Childhood Center with Dr.
-Charles May as the guest
speaker.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Ellis Center will, be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens including devotion at
10706 a. . ;hamar and-visiting-m
at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch, at
noon, and table games at 'one







Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will -meet as.'
follows:. I with Mrs. Noel-
Melugin at nine a.m., II with
Mrs. Will Rose at ten a.m.,.
and III with Mrs. E. C. Jones
at two p.m. Middle School
Acteens will meet at three
p.m. •
Murray Quota Club will




Mrs. Grundy (Beth Nor-
wood) Falwell was honored
with a baby shower on
Thursday evening, September -
15, in the educational building
of the New Providence Church
of Christ. She was attired in a
rust dress and was presented
a corsage of yellow daisies.
Greeting the guests at the
door was Mrs. Bobby
Spiceland who awarded Mrs.
Carl Vick the door prize.
Mrs. Bobby C. Stubblefield
directed the game with the
prize being won by Mrs.
. Darrell Mathis and Mrs. Steve
Spiceland.
The honoree, assisted by
Mrs. Danny Pittman, Mrs. Ed
Casteel, and Miss Gretchen
Spiceland, opened her many
gifts.
nestled among pink and blue
flower arrangement.
The Ladies Sunday Morning
Class and Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon
also assisted with the shower..
Special guests for the
evening were the prospective
grandmothers, Mrs. M.F.
Norwood of Princeton, W. Va.,
and Mrs. Otis Falwell.
Approximately fifty persons
attended or sent gifts.
Fondue Pot
Gather 'round the fondue
pot: heat oil on the range to
375 deg. F., then transfer to
fondue pot. Beforehand, you
have dipped one-ince cubes of
Cheddar, ,Swiss or Brick
cheese first in slightly beaten
egg, then in dry bread crumbs
and repeated the process.
Punch, cake, cookies, nuts,--Store in refrigerator until
and mints were served from a ready to spear cheese and fry
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Murray TOPS Club will  
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center. -
_ ....
A program of music by the
Sigma Alphab Iota Music
fraternity wi'0e at 8:15 p.m.
at the Faill Recital Hall,
-Price Doic-7: Fine Arts Center,





Children who learn proper
toothbrushing techniques and
make twice-a-year visits to
their dentists will niore likely
have reason to smile as they
get older advises Dr. Albert H.
Domm, child safety specialist
and former medical director
of Prudential Insurance Co.
Proper oiling habits - can
also help insep-teeth in fnesT--
condition, says Dr. Domm.













, H. Doom mends Dr.,
Domm. He emphasizes that
are of the first teeth is
• portant, so that the second
teeth will .have 'every oppor-
tunity to grow in naturally.
He adds, "When a second
tooth is growing in, children
should be restrained from
sucking their thumbs or plac-
ing objects in their mouths
which might tend to slant the
tooth."
- It iirtiiiivbidabIC, even the
rambunctious nature of chil-
dren, that iome youngsters
will lose, chip or loosen their
teeth. In the cas; of such ac-
cidents the child should be
takeN to a dentist immediate
ly, thereby increasfing the
chances that the tooth may
be iiiiadP.--- 4,
' t r. illictorn aiscr-suggeats
that players, be sure to wear
mouthpieces when engaging
in collision sport,' such as
hockey, football and boxing.
-MOTO
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Better To,,--ttfse Him
ThanYour Principles
By Abigail Van Buren
• ,977 by The Ch.cago Tribune N Y News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I'm 15-and I'm going with a duds who just
turned 18. He says he loves me and. wants to marry me
some day., but we fight almost every time we're together
because he keeps trying to talk me into going all the way -
with him.
I told him I was saving myself for marriage and I wasn't
going to change my mind, but he keeps trying to break
down my resistance, • .
-..-4-"9-.A.SW,21-feally love this guy, liiriffieTrle-p's hasiling me
to go all the way, I don't know what I'll dq. How can I hold
him off without losing him for good? -
HANGING IN THERE
DEAR HANGING: Let's gat one thing straight. A fellow
who loves a gbi doesn't hassle her to do something that's
against her principles. If you lose him because you can't
hold him off, you'll be lucky. Hold out for orange blossoms.
Hers- offering you idiom Ivy.
DEAR ABBY: Most men think nothing of wearing a suit
for four or five years-or evealleitir, Se WIrk--- otairsaile
- tell me why a •woman won% wear last year's droll.?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: Some don't want to. And others
• _DEAR ABBY: I have-- a--dariing -5:year-old grand-
-daughter I'll call Lisa. My son is Lisal. father, but he and
Lisa's mother were-:-never married Mid do not 'live
together. Lisa's mother has lived, with one man after
-another-. Right-now -the-one she's living with-belongs to a
many0 Bang.-
Yoiiirisuldnk believe the terrible filth this dhIId lIyu in.
She's dirty and hungry 'much of the time, and sleeps on a
filthy mattress (which she wets) amid roaches. and mice. -
She a4sobas a etieniCIanik condition. We bye 85 miles.
away, and Lisa's mother sends her to visit us occasionally.
When it's time to take her home, she cries and begs to stay
with us.
• Our doctor has prescribed medicine for the Child's
kidney ailment, but her mother "forgets' to give it to her.
We _led to the Child's Protective Service in the.
cOnunfinity Ahere-Lis' a fives, but were told thit'since our
n.was never married tek:the craild's mother We are not the
ir s grandparents, So  Whit




.DF.44 rillastilt1C: This is dearly a case of child abuse.
)tad you &kissed your name and address. I would have
reported it promptly. I urge you to phone PARENTS
ANONYMOUS at this toll-free_ number : .1-800-421-0153,
and tell them Abby told you to all. And Write again to let
me know what is done. I care.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for AU Occasions." Please enclose a
long, se taddreWieraimped (244) envehipe.
----..--ChoppettStockade Steak!
We start with tender.
juicy 'chopped Sirloin
' 'served
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast. A
\ $228 value for only.
Tabitha Lee Celebrates Her
First Birthday Whik Hete
By MRS. R.D. KEY
September 26, 1977
The Rev. and Mrs. 'Jerry
Lee and daughter, Tabitha, of
Reseville, Mich., left Friday
to return home after several
days here with the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mr. and
Mrs. R.D. Key, and Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Lee. We really
enjoyed them especially our
grandbaby, Tabitha, on her
first birthday on September
16. Little Tabitha and grand-
mother, Mrs. Warren Sykes,
celebrated their birthdays
together at- the Sykes' home.
Mrs-. Susafi Lie liar* cake
baked for the two saying
Happy Birthday Tabitha and
Granny. Those present for the
occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
R.D. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sykes and grandson, Bryan,
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, and
Little. Miss Mary Grace
Morris. Cake and ice cream
were served and pictures were
made.
On Tuesday night, Sep-
tember 20, the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and Tabitha, Mr.
and Mrs. Glynn Lee and
children, Mrs. Linda Young
and son, Brad, Mrs. Glenda
McCurry, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Dalton had supper at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Lee. Birthday cake and ice
cream honoring Tabitha on
her first birthday were ser-
ved. --
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
were hosts for supper on
Monday for Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and Tabitha,. Rev.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes. and
Mitch, end Mr. and Mrs: Tony--
Sykes and Bryan. -
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
viiited the iLD,171Ce1s-.-est---
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Nance
visited Mr: and Mrs. Lowell
Nance on Sunday.
Vernon Nance visited his
mother, Mrs. Myrtice Nance._
on Sunday.
r4and.111Irs. Vernon Nance-,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Cooper and Mr. and Mrs. Ken.
Myers recently.
Leon Whozlow visited Ancil




Terri Morris for supper in more expenermed heads.lt
Murray. Others also attendett-coonlY4eadte-eonfusion. -
7 la) '
- - - .... , _ uz)inteeste.4.1-ka project. Birth- .  ,While there is little to prevent
(Oct. 24 to Nov i
-wavailahoseb-ie--nattes were net- SC°R110- - nrv date of: Miguel de Cervantes, yob from carrying on as
You- can make your per- Spanish writer; Leonard Wood, planned, as you must, unex-__ Mr. 119=illiBob INIlle Agiagneileit, in sevirig arms former Gov.-Gen'l. of the peeted delays and details may
'-eraie7-ki- „Ital.-J-4n -new,--hut----hs - sufwerenriy--:-PniliPPines• crop up, so be ready to cope.
Saturday. 
Mrs. Glynn Orr visited Mrs. -1
Lillian !loss in Crestview 
p 
amily .1-listory
Nursing Home on Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
spent Thursday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Blakley at
their lake cabin- Tabithajdge _
stayed with her grandparents. The CalloWal----Colinty sleeting were_ Mrs.. Price
Rey, and mra--.-wa-mn Sykes. penealogical Society held its Doyle, Mrs; -earl Loeirhasti •
litr. and Mrs. Hester Cun- September meeting at the Mrs.-C. Wesley Waldrop, and
ningliam of St. Louis Mo., home of Mrs. Charlie Stub- Ma. John A. Nance.
spent last week with Tdr.• and blefield in New Concord- to  -
home with him to stay _until, Mrs. Vega! Paschall. ,finalize plans for publishing'
Monday. _. . Mn leliii• _ Paitchallr. the second edjtion of
Rev.--.and mrs,-,34-ETy _IA. Howaril,TMorris, and -3fraL. "MbstorieintannwdY CntnItY
and Tabitha 'visited his Glynn visited the home of !dr. 'Families" -.
grandfather, J. E. Fialcis, on and Mrs. R.D. key on Thur- Mrs. Stubblefield presided
Tuesday. sday. with reports being given. R
Mr and Mrs. Jack Wyatt Henry Sykes has been waslinnounced that there are
and daughter; -flinger, -of- te his-hed-thia-weeir - °WY e few of the first-edition-of--
. Nashville, Tn., visited the with aiihrltia. the family histories are left,
Glynn Orr family over the - Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and those wishing copies may
weekend. and Tabitha were suppet obtain them by calling Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn M. Mitts of his grandmother, Stubblefield at 436-2241. _
Put a little. Orr, Rickie and Bryan Orr, Mrs. Howard Lee, on Friday. Members worked on sortingMitch Sykes, Mrs. Jesse, • The-Rev. Glynn M. On- held and alphabetizing recordsPaschall, Mr. and Mrs. Jack revival services in Greenfield, • -submitted for the second
Wz!_tt and Ginign_and Mr. Tn., last week. edithii. This will contain
and afii. Glyirn Orr afteTde—d -Graylon tnniPrete fecrns ar Ind)?
church at Sedalia Baptist Morris, . . Mrs. Ralph families in this county as well
Church on Sunday. Gallimore, Michelle as other counties nearby.
- "Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr Gallinitim-and Mary Grace --Anyone .wishing to have their
Battle MCKTit Mrs. Jessie familY history recorded maysumo. - -• -  stibrnit informatlowby
Mránd DeeeMrs Jeer Wyatt m)er
asked to list names, date of
'1 EsdI me-is
and Ginger. Bro. and Mrs.
birth, marriages, deaths,.Glynn Orr, Rickle and Bryan
Orr, Bro. and Mrl. Warren • KliPPERT BOY children, etc., and also
Sykes, Mitch Sykes, Bro. an& Mr, and Mrs. Mike Kuppert,_ mention apy_wars ent,aga_d
Mrs. Jerry Lee, and Tabitha of Mayfield Route Five are the during lifetime.
Lee enjoyed-a visit together at
DParree:YawfifeigabirsebeYv n president, and Mrs. John
boy, Casey--'- Mrs. Stubblefield,
the home of Mr. andMrs. R.D.
Sykes on Saturday. fifteen ounces, born . Ji Livesay, vice-president, were
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited Monday, October 3, at the • asked to check on prices for
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Grooms Western Baptist Hospital,- typing and printing. These
on Sunday. Paducah. " books will be sold _at cost







Salad Bar and Drink
tent Try .5' Cone
OeicAbE
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE









delivered the message at the Uniono. Carbide Plant at
Temple Baptist Church on 
pa
Sunday where two deacons Grandparents are-11r. and •
were ordained after the Mrs. Auzy Drew of Mayfield
service. The Lee -family 'Route Five and W.• and Mrs
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rickie Charles Kuppeit of Murray.
Shackle. Great grandparents are Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes and Mrs. Boyce Newsome of
- and Son, Bryan, visited Mr. Kirksey Route One and Mrs




All You Can Eat
T_Served Piping Hot 
Spaghetti ,$
Served with Tossed Salad, Dinner
Roll and Butter, Coffee or Ice Tea,
.(child's Mate 99c)
plate
prepared in situations by which




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
If intuition strongly dictates,
no' a the time to start making
concrete 'Plans for that new




Dec.D ?I to Jan. 201 iffi ft
Don't let friends persuade you
to spend too much on en-
tertainment. In a few days.
you'd regret it. Otherwise, all
should go well.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. -19)
False impressions, vidlent
altercations may crop up in
,your vicinity. Be ready, eager
to quell them. There's more
than one way to get around an
undesirable situation -Find it!
PISCES
X(Feb.  20 to Mar. 20
A splendidperipd in which to
-renew affectionate- ties through.
mutual interests and pleasures.
Your domestic affairs
especially favored
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with terrific en-
thusiasm, effectual power, fine
mental processes, foresight ,
and, in certain situations, that
"sixth sense" which tells you
when to move and when to stay
put. The extremely versatile
Libran is usually successful
beyond his own dreams. A lover
of music and actirg, he could
succeed at either. With the poise
and balance bestowed upon him
by his symbol, the scales, he
would make an outstanding
lawyer, judge or statesman. His •
• inventiveness can take him far
In 'engineering, arChitecture or
designing. Traits to curb:
bossiness and' a tendency -
-toward carelessness when
• -----FORMONDAV, OCTOBER la,
What kind of day will flaws at the core
tomorrow be.' To find out what propositions.
the Stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS 
44r7,1given for your birth Sign. • (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
-- A day in which to march
progressively with the best.ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 .-.- Your deep knowledge of human
You may be attracted to an nature and ability to transcend
individual who "Seems aloof, the ordinary will enhance your
Indifferent Making a gesture of status.
a
friendship could prove an on- CAPRICORN
portant move in changing the ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) -
situation. • Poor scheduling - ;Mild
TAURUS fe distract, send you completely
( Apr. 21 to May 21) •-•''‘X•it Off eburse in some cases. A
" A day in which to set your favorable period for'
house in order. Check your files, capitalizing on new ideas,
correspondence; 'agreements. however. Harness efforts for
Keep -your' you ulthriate- goals in concerted drive towanf your' 
-mind-end- refuse- to-- be side- gook
tracked by anyone. - AQUARIUS • -
GEMINI nospir-- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
May M to June 21) Lay the gro-Ondiroik for ,
Don't let a nrody or future moves now since some'
emotional person get you down, new-type gains are indicated —
Maintain and promote your self- either, unexpectedly, through
esteem and your innately op- an avocation or, possibly, in a-
Unsistic side. It may not be easy field other than your present .
but it will be necessary. one.
CANCER z„...% PISCES '
(June 22 to July 23) Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Your career, ambitions and The vision and drive
standing with business necessary to achieve as yea
associates are highlighted now, should must come from within.
and your feeling of optimism Bolster your self-confidence
will be justified by events., and do not hesitate to meet
LEO 
a g challenges. Press for(July 24 to Aug. 23) t- augmented gains.
Wait and watch before you
undertake new ventures, but do - YOU BORN TODAY are -
not hesitate where real ad- versatile, energetic, deliberate
vantages abound. A somewhat in your thinking and 'ilifthlY
mild day. but "trielty." iii spots. independent — top much so, at
VIRGO times. You have a tendency to
fAut "lash out"- when displeased -
Control this; -elea•ao insistence-,
on doing things in your own way
without consulting others
concerned You are unusually -
sympathetic: You understand
LIBRA the misunderstood, but not
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An always yourself. Many fields
You may er.counter some are open to you career-wise, but
natural differences of opinion, notably along artistic and
'so adjustments and corn- professional lines. You make
— promise will be in order. Don't - excellent musicians, actors,
yield where matters of high --writersi designers and
principle are at stake, however. scape . gardeners.
. ..... .aa,e...._.:....Professionally, you could _
(pct. 24 to Nov. M) "I/"' as lawyer._ physician or ..
Serious thought should , be statesman. . Birthdate of: •
given before taking serious Giuseppe Vet7di.. Ital... corn-T
steps. Don't let superficial poser; Helen Mayer,. Amer.-.
attractiveness blind you to actress.
in Parsons, Th,, over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Sykes and son visited
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Tabitha to spend a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Morris 'Jenkins
and Mr: and Mrs. Tony Sykes
and son visited Bro. and Mrs.
Jerry lee and Bro. anclv Mrs.
Warren Sykes on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakley
returned to Roseville, Mich.,
with Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and Tabitha to spend a few
days.
Mrs. Gail Herndon 'visited
Mrs. Jerry Lee and Mrs.
Warren Sykes On Wednesday:
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Satur-
Your Individual
Horoscope
• -_. Frances Drake
TOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9,1977
What kind of day ,,,will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stem say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Avoid a tendency to "fly off
the hahdle" 1 you feetWronged.
If you must express grievances,
In so in a diplomatic manner.
TAURUS 
• tifTiil?Apr. 21 to May 21)
A day you can mold pretty
much co, your liking. Take a
firm and knowing stand early
and-plan your schedule smartly.
Make no snap decisions,
however.
GEMINI
rMay 22 to June 21)
Inspired ideas,. may be
followed, by outstanding
creative accomplishments.
Good-organizing will help to
leave time for social activities.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
A good petiod in which today. - grads and .your -
Miss Peggy Cornwell any. -methods of iittairang them.
Miss Debbie Jones visited Even the smallest improvement
Mrs. Susan Lee, Mrs. Warren Auld help build a sturdier
foundation for the future.Sykes, and Mr. and Mrs. R.D:
Key at the Key home on LE° .(July 24 to Aug. 23) aticati
Tread watchfully to avoidSunday.
Mr. and Mrs.- Ted Nance needless errors and rubbing
vacationed in Georgia last others the wrong way. Tact and
understanding will do most to
.ovie maw was in keep matters running smoothly.
Paris, .'rn., Tuesday to see a (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 111,‘iidoctor Emphasize your innate
Rev. and Mrs: Jerry Lee tolerance and good will. Avoid
and daughter, Tabitha, were an tendency toward in-
invited to the home of Mr. and directness, beating about the
Mrs. Earl Futrell on Saturday bush A nice personal
relationship could be at stake.
LIBRA
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23i A*Var--
' If you do not understand a •
situation, seek counsel from
night where they joined Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Blakley, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Blakley,
Tommy Futrell, and Miss
BEAUTY SALON
Dixieland Center On Chestnut
Suzette Vaughn - Ownerle Operator
Edith SI edd - Operator
Rita Smith - Operator
(FormeelyluDon's Beauty Batigne)
The water heater accounts for about 15 per cent of your total elec-
tric bill. To help you lower the cost of heating water, we offer the
following suggestions:•
1. When you build or remodel, place the water heater nearest the point of greatest
hot water use. In some cases, two smaller water heaters in separate locations would
be best.
2. Insulate the pipes to prevent heat loss.
3. Setthe thermostat at about 150 degrees. •
4. Stop leaky faucets. Usually, a new washer does it. Even the slowest hot waterl
leak will eventually add up, costing money for the water and.for the electricity to
make it hot. .
5. Take showers inatebit4fhathi, ftfirt axietaite. shower requires half the_wat, etof
6. Whether washing one spoon or a full service for eight, the dishwasher uses about
the same amount of water and electricity. Wash only a full load and you'll save elec-
iticityand hot water.
._ 7. Wash full loads otrintheiand use water no hotter-than necessarylor a satisfac-
tory wash. .
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UJOlt)! STAY OFF THE
ROADS TODAY!
•
feasibility . of implementing
televised coverage.
The media committee is
= composed of the leadership of
both parties in each chamber.
If such coverage is deemed
feasible, the'subcommittee
was authorized _ to negotiate
with .the Kentucky
Educational Television
Authority to implement the
Dr. David C. Roos
Speaker Sunday At
•
Christian Chjuck• _ . . . .
"Both-And' will. be the
-stibject of -the sermon by the
Rev. Dr. David C. 'Roos,
minister of the First Christian
Church, at the 10:45 a. rri.
worship services on Sunday
October 9, at the church.
John Pasco, Jr., will be the
- leader with-Amy- Roos
as the candle lighter. Greeters
will-be Mrs. Vernon Riley and 
*- Dan McKeti4.
The Junior Choir, directed
- bY Margaret-ffOrter-witi
Prince as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Your Life HasA
• Plan."
Elderi will' be Baileirbore
and Harlan Hodges: Henry -
Fulton, B. D. Hall, John Hall,
Coleman 'McKeel, Dan 
MCKeeT,---Rot Puttoff, and
Steve Shaw will be deacons.
• -Vespers will be at siii rn.
followed by the meeting of the ,
Elders at 6:30- p. m. and the









be able to watch their
legislature in action from the
comfort of their living rooms.
Televised coverage of te
1978' General Assemby was
authorized Friday hy. the
-I egislative__ _Research tom-
miasion, which establishest
subcommittee to 'study im-
plementation of such
coverage.
"This is a great step
-forward in bringing the
General Assembly closer to
the people,- said House
Speaker William Kenton, LRC
cochairman. "I believe this
act on equals the importance..
_ of .the establishment of the
interim legislative system."
The-LRC, the research.and
administrative_ arm o. .the
-legislatisie-beasolsrappriaeada-
untion by Sen. A.D.-"Danny"
• • Yocom, D-Louisville, to sup
a-permanent subcommittee on
progranunitig.
There was no „provision for
expenditure of. state funds.
That presumably would come
later.
The LRC' s decision followed
presentations by
represeritatiVeS of three
nearby stateslaishichda  or..
wieltly television coverage af
the legislature is proVidesi
through the states' public
television system. -
Dr. Bob Allen, director- of
the Oklahoma Educational
Television Authority„ told the
LRC that televised coverage
of Oklahoma's legislature
"gives the public, the
opportunity to hear all the
arguments you heay."
Allen said Oklahoma airs
several programs each week
during a legislative session
ArtaP714/1...
. to single-issue programs to
weekend overviews.
-After, an Initial outlay of
about $500,000 for -the very
best equipment," the
coverage costs Oklahoma
about $110,000 to $130,000 a
year to produce, Allen said.
Representatives of similar
programs 'in Florida and
Vorttl Carolina told the LAIC,.
they operated 'on smaller
budgets.




centers.. Members of the
commission would be
appointed -by the LRC and the
governor. =
The action came in response
to a request by Go'. Julian
, Carroll ' last- --month- for
assistance in determining
svhether---earrest--- -services-
should be reduced or if new
Gov. Marvin Mandel
sources of revenue could he
developed to provide
sufficient funding to continue
-eomprehensive. care
programs.
The commission will work in
small subcommittees on the
problem and report to the
' General Assembly by Feb. I.
, -Approved a five-meinher
-Committee to mtoeet with -
governor
arrangements for additional
office space for legislators in




President Pro -Tern.. -Joe
Prather of Vine Grove,„ Sen.
Toni Garrett, . 13-.Paducah;
Sen. Eugene Stuart, R-
Prospect, -and- Rep. Harold




atideo___media_to_ study  .the Servi▪ ces Planned
Receives Sentence
BALTIMORE (API-Gov.
Marvin- Mandel, sentenced to
four years in prison on .his
conviction for political
corruption, 'says "I started
with nothing and have gotten'
back to having nothing."
Leaving the federal
courthouse • after his
Sentencing Friday, Mandel
had little to say abed his
future, n9w- that-Ws. 1:10Y-A-0-1.
political-power apparently-are
over 1 - . • ,
"I haven't Made any plans,"
the Democrat said. "AS for
immediate plans, I'm going to
the Baltimorik Colts
(football) game Suattay."
Calmly but sadly, he added,
"No ne could enjoy ending in
thisTaihion'
Mandel, who was goveenor
for nearly- nine years, told a
crowd outside the courthouse,-
"I di/Jill-do -anything In haean
the people of Maryland."
He, is the first sitting
governor to'be convicted of a
federal crime sioce Indiana
Gov: Warren- MacCray was
convicted of moil fratid in
1924. , •
Acting  _any_  Blair Lee, who 
took on that job when Mandel
became-ill,earlier this year,.
will remain in the post.
Lee Said recently that
Mandel did not have "two
nickels to rub together."
Mandel- ford 'U.S. lals-trict-
Junior gar practice Will _Court Judge Robert L. Taylor
- at five p. M. Sunday followed before sentencing:, _." I am_
: by the God Squad-supper
.0,• .. . and Insolvent from the point of
-The-senior Youth view of visiblea„ets. out urn
. Z Group will meet at theold City., not _insolvent because I have
Park Sunday at 6:30 p, m. for my family."
_ a hay ride to Paris Landing op Thursday, Mandel.-.
- Siale Park. moved his family out of the
SondaY-Seboof will-beat fob governor's-- mansion into-a-
z' ° ' - hull-re-north -- of•-,--Annapolis,
Holy Communion with the
Rev. Stephen . Davenport as
celebrant will be celebrated at
the 8:3Q a.m. worship services
on Sunday, October 9, at St.
which had a listed-rent of3,675- John'-s- Episcopal Church,
a month. Mandel has not said Main and Broach Streets,
• how he is paying the rent. ' Murray.
"I have great sympathy for Morning Prayer and Holy
you," Taylor told Mandel. Baptism will be 'at 945 a.m.
•'You have many, many good with Church School and
qualities, some. of which were congregational meeting at
revealed thrbughout the trial. eleven a.m. John Whitioer will
But, I think you made some serve as acolyte,- Mrs.
"serious mistakes." - - A-Davenport as nursery 'at-
Man e n _ ve er tendant, and G. Moore-and A.
defendaals were certyjcted on Miner,...as. ushers_
17 Thai) fraud counts Aug. 23 - -
the end of a 2's-month trial. Postoffice Will Be- _Miindel-alio-was'conviCted on • 
a single racketeering charge.
The jurors found that Closed On Monday
Mandel received an estimated The Murray Postoffiee will
the coast of Vietnam.
A traffic survey -by the Kentucky
Highway Department will begin
October 10 in Murray and continue for
several days.
Deaths reported include Mts.
Prentice. (Beasie) Thomas. -
Attending the Kentucky Chiropractic
convention in Louiiiille were Dr. W. T.
Doss, Dr. and Mrs. J. 'B. Dover, Dr. and
Mrs-  V. 'W. and713r. Sarah
Hargis.
It was..Murray State University all
the way in the homecoming football
game as they beat Iowa Wesleyan 71 to
12.
20. Years Ago
" Eddie Hule, 15 year old Student and
member of the Murray Training School
Chapter, of the Future_ Farmers of
America, had the grand champion
Aligi4431, the annual- District 4-II and
Copley News Service
Echoes From The Past B, Jud) Maupin
(A Column of his- tJrical. and genealogi'cal
• anecdMes; stories and familvirotes.
FFA Fat Calf Show and Sale to Murray The Famous New
yesterday. Other top winners included
Max Jerrell, Gary Key, Kirksey FFA,
$350,000 worth of business
_ interests,' Florida vacations 
closedon ay, October 10,
clothing and other gifts 
,
in observance of the nationalin




his cording to G.B. Jones,
filends secrerinterests in a 
g superintendeat of /nails fur _
racetrack-
the Murray Postolfthe, •
cityNo  or rural mall
delivery willbe made, antthe-
and Charlotte Garland,Kirksey 4-H. on cord Dog Dinner
The Calloway County School Board
Concord's famous dog dinnervoted to purchase three new school A few weeks ago I noted in article in
buses at the meeting last night. the Ledger honoring Edward Freeman, , occured just before the Civil War. Dr.
Directors of the Calloway County
who was editor of the paper back in-the Jim Lynch, a cold-blooded fellow whoPresent members of the Board of
thirties. He evidently did a series of handled snakes for play pretties, was
Jim Lassiter, It Shackelford, Neva 
stories of happenings in.. the county host to the dinner party to which many
were invited and to which several
Country Club are John Quertermous,
which are still being _ reprinted
Gray Allbritten, Bbb RePh occasionally. The following Story, came. Lynch _lies a cucumber-- for
McCuiston, Ray Kern, John Irvan, which really happened,' although this is coolness. One day when his fellow
Herman K. Ellis, and Alfred Lindsey a dramatized -account with details Confederate comrades were a
who will preside at the membeilship added for impact, was part of a short pitched battle against the Yankees, he
meeting tonight. history of 'New Concord which Mr. sat on a Stump back of the lilies
Births reported include a boy, Steven
Eugene, to-Mr-and- Mrs, Billy Eugene
Williams on September 27, a girl, Leah
Beth, to Mr. and Mr . James Vance on
.September 27, and a y, 'Randy Lynn,,, some of the beAn.s." .
•
" Freeman wrote. I reprint it in Mr. smoking a pipe and yelled, "Give 'em
Freeman's oWn words: hell, boys!"
The dingier at which Old Rip was"Have some of the dog, Mr. Jones?"




--- 'to -'Mr. and- Mrs.--Rupert--Walker on — ‘‘MeTibbs?"•  • — fattened the dog for two months to- get-
.
..
Septet obet 18:- 3_ - • ----'—'  , -  9 Welleye 14- $if ;7I'96" )illt- gat- --hirrritrshape-forthefeast:-.!-- ----f ---,-- --- --
: thraugh with the biggest part of a hind That was one of the memorable.
— -• leg and: l'itt" about full I Will take- events in-theinstorY of New -Ceneord-
another glass of Seine, though." ' The dialogue as given did not take place
The host poured the wine, perhaps, but it is nonetheless true that
"You know, Doctor," said Tibbs with Dr. Lynch entertained his friends (?)
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Services Planned - peons -so- 4-6 liePes-it- fm.delivery, receive mail in
boxes, and purchase stamps
Here On Sunday from the machines. -
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will- hold
worship services at 8:30 a.m.,
10:40 a.m., and seven p.m. on
Sunday, October 9, with Bro.
John Dale -as speaker._ His
morning topic will be "God
Challenges Joshua" with
scriphire-Troin 'Joshua 1T-&.-9,
and the evening topic will be
"Joshua Challenges Israel"
with scripture from Joshua
24:14-17.
Assisting iirtheservices will
be Jack Ward, Owen Moseley,
Mkhae -Brannack, _Ken_
Child( "Adams, Ted
Howard, Jerry Bolls, Gary
Lamb, Forest Boyd, Jimmy
Ragsdale, Ken Farley, Earl
Nanny, and Steve Gouth.'
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Dale Chadwick,
Gene , Karraker, Frank
Hargis, and Wayne Wilson.
Lisa Wallin will be teen
nursery hehier. Extension




Bible Study will be at 940
33 Separated 43 Small a.m. Sunday. The deacons will'-
home 
from aperture
44 Egg-shaper meet Tuesday at 6:30 p:m. The
4 7 Hurriesd35 Starts ladies Bible class will start4 8 Greek lettei36 Wolfish. 
51 -Compass Tuesday at 9:30 a.m.
37-Begin point
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p.m. at the church.
Music will be furnished by
the 'Young Adult Choir of the
St. John's AME Church at
Paducah.
The public is invited th
attend, a church spokesman








between Poplar and Main Streets will
There were fifteen or.twenty persons .
e .
be roped off.for the Miutay.High School The
present, all well dressed, several -ofParent-Teacher Association skating
them ladies. A big fellow at the'northparty on October 10 from seven to ten
end of the table forked an appetizingp.m. .
morsel of stew from his plate andMrs. John T. Irvan, Mrs. Bobbie
devoured it vociferously. "You know-,'"Grogan, Mrs. Richard Winebarger, and
-he said with gusto, ̀ 3 never dreamed"
The Rev, Richard Poe Mrs. Charles Mason Baker presented when 941 Rip here used to chew the seat .
. 'director-of thelliPtist Studini7 the pragram at the meeting. of the ._ Of my pants when I came around that
Union, Murra .i. will be the WSCS of the First Methodist Church -seinedery-Pkbe-niakiitg-a-meal-ont of '-
speaker at the seven p. m-11. erdIMITittfilierr7"-- - him. I remember the time..." His voice
worship services on Sunday,
October 9, at the first Baptist • 
, lowered as he began to talk
He will. be speaking in the -  "
-40 Years AgoChurch. --- - - confidentially to his table companion.Well remarked a youngster at the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker, who 
The Mum arcity -Council voted atits south -end of the tableias he wiped hisabsence . ciL _the._Pastor, the
be ni a revival at Benton. 
meeting thii-week to j)iohibit the sale Of mouth nonchalantly, -ILI_ Lust had a --
will
-fite • First Baptist Church . the consumption of either by or in 
any dinner." -
beer or any intoxicating beverages or nice pieceof cat, I could finish out my
public place on Sunday or between the "Next time, perhaps," smiled the
_
hours of midnight and six o'clock in the
morning.
Choir will also sing at the First
Missionary Baptist Church,
-Benton, on Monday at 7:30
p.m.
At the evening service here
on Sunday the Church Choir,
directed by Wayne Halley„
minister of music, -with' Joan
tiowker as organist, will ging,
Solos- will be sung by Steve
Michener and Steve Hussung.
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
the subject, "Bible, Baptists,
and Boose," at the 10:45 a. m.
services. His scripture will be
from Ephesians 5:18.
Special msuic will be. b the
Church Choir with a solo by
Mrs. Margery Shown. Randy
Sorrow, minister of youth and
activities, Dick Henninger,
and Guy Billington, deacon of
the week, will assist in theThe Rev. Edwin-O'Neal Sr.,
services.
pastor of the Wayman Chapel
SOnday School will be at 9:30African Methodist Episcopal
a. m. and Church Training willChurch, South Fourth and
1VIelherry Streets,' nerray, be\tlsi::tieleYinhur-sery workersWill speak at tlre-vorship will be Mrs. Van Waugh, Ray
Clark, Miss Qana .Mansfield,
Mrs. Glen Grogan, Miss
Leslee Grogan, Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Robinson, Miss Patti
Robinson, Mrs. Joe Rexroat,
Miss Beth Taylor, Mrs.









"Or even a big, fat snake," suggested
the youth. •The school buildings of Steelyville,
They got up presently and retirefftnaHickory Grove, Martin's Chapel, and
shade tree in tte.-front yard. BeforeFlint will be sold at auction at the
time for leavetaking came, the doctorschool sites on October 15 and 16,
rose to his feet. -according to M. 0. Wrather,
_ "Ladies and gentlemen," he said,superintendent of the Calloway County
Schools. These schools have been "when I invited you here to dine with
me today, I told you! would serve a dogcoesolidated with other schools in the
dinner. I have done that', and! trust youarea.
have enjoyed a delicacy to which you -Deaths reported include J. R. (Jack)
are unaccustomed.sKteirwksa,rt,agaegefo807,,andMrs.Dr,Iwarliam_ha Az .50
me of you chose to eat the yeal
steak or roast beef or barbecued hamDale, age 83.
The annual West- ifentiicky- Few -rather thall-the-stewed-d0g,centinued
the doctor, "and that was yourHunters Association will meet October
12, 13, and 14 in-Murray, according to-Privilege. But I innt you to know that
-30 Years Ago
George E. Overbey, president of the
Murray Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
announced today that he has receiJed --best I ever .drank. It has a flavor 
everything on the table with the dog. •
'distinctly its awn." • . - - ''word the Federal' Communications ,, said 4ile_ _Ancilhatis Mr Freemares  versi. on of_
ommission yeseday-sp-roposell that' - 'I--PrePored---tt- mYself--,
- doctor. He glanced felicitously around the farnous New Concord Dog Dinner.,Murray be granted permission .to
opellite a faiTie Station. The deism 15 !"h -the-table The majority Present-Seemed as written in WI Next- week.1-hoPe to -have a story about the hanging of Pudenjoying themselves. "Miss Calvert,"expected to become final in twenty'
the doctorio a young iiOman just Diggs,- another well known tale ofdays.
holiday dispatch schedule will 
--..
PFC Frank Isl. Hart Son of Mr. and--acrosstronthan, "won't-you-ha-lie some halVeningsiritaIloway County. -ix, 
be observed. The lobby of the 
(rs. Jim Hart, is statioold at Hamilton _gravy.. You've eaten scarcely at all .
during the meal." 
.
Postoffice will be open for 
Field, California. Today In Ifistory, 'Thank you. Another cucetimber if 
.
Murray State College has 'enrolled --
1,559 students for the fall term You please." _ . ' '
"You've eatgli —nothing butaccording to Cleo Gillis Hester,
cucumbers-," said the doctor. "Is there By The Associated Pressregistrar.
The entir.e city block on- Eighthsuiet. -sumettinil-special about cucumbers?" Today is Saturday, Oct. 8, the 281st
"I like them," said Miss Calv r day of 1977. There are 84 days left in the
„ - • _.
Today's -highlight-in history: On this
date in 1776, the Spanish mission at San
Francisco was founded.
On this date;
• In 1871, the Great Chicago Fire was
touched off in Mrs. O'Leary's barn.
In 1903,- the United' States and China
signed a commercial treaty.
• hr-1934; -Bruno Hauptmann- was
indicted 'for 'murder in the death of the
infant son of Charles Lindbergh.
In 19.18, World War hero Sgt. Alvin
York killed 20 German soldiers in -the
ArgeinneFotestin-France. '
• 1945; Ptesifferit-Harry--- Trttinan
announced that the secret of the
-production-of the atomic bomb Woultic-,
shared only with-Britain and Canada.
In 1970, the Soviet writer, Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, was awarded the Nobel-
Prize for literature:
Ten. years ago:: The French writer,
Andre Maurois, died at the age of 82.
Five years ago: U.S. presidential,
adviser -Henry Kissinger was_
negotiating with a North Vietnamese
delegation in Paris.
.One year ago: President Gerald"'
Ford, talking with Polish-American
representatives, expressed regret that
he had said the Soviet Union did not
dominate  Eastern-Europe
Today's birthday: Black activist
Jesse Jackon is 36 years old.
Thought for today: Give me neit'ber
poverty nor riches. - The Proved s.
Fred Barber, president. everything you ate had dog in it. I even-- .
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Atkins on October 6. -
County Agent J. T. Cochran, B. W.
Edmonds, Q. D. Wilson, W. E. Dick,
and Leslie Ellis have returned tram
Louisville where they. heard the speech
by -United States Secretary of
Agriculture Henry A. Wallace.
The Murray Woman's Club held a
banquet On September 30 at Wells Hall,
Murray State College, with Mrs. Patil
Wickliff of Greenville, president of
Kentucky Federation of Women's
,Clubs, as speaker, and Mrs. Joe T.
lkere_tct, Murray president, presiding.
Bible Thought
Turn ye again now every one
from his evil way...and dwell in
the land that the Lord hath
given upto:you...:Seremiah,
25:5.*
Selfishness is sin'that brings
its own miseries. Prophetsstill
•iitit-men and nations -to- new- -
goodnps.
seasoned the wine with a big piece of
dog tallow, and cooked the bread in dog-
grease."
"What about the cucumbers?"
whispered Miss Calver faintly.
"Even the cucumbers," said the .
doctor. Miss Calvert gently fell back in
her chair in a swoon.
ABOUT THIS PAGE -
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger de
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
-Therefore. we encourage readers
tr'Who do' nageee With an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual Writer in a_ -colomn or
other aiticle, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor. .
.By the same token, if an issuishas
not been discussed on this page and
_a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general Etthlirk,
vaitneworke - Tatirrarthe eftorli
dauttnellairiveAdv7e).'ysiveths„, ng  , an authored article on whateveLthat
-= . mot




Editor ...,. ....... . R. Gene McCutcheon
The Muiray Ledger. Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, airist -
MSS Day, New Year's Day and ThanksOing
Morley New lac., tal 4th.. Si.
Murray, Ky. 1. Wood Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071: '
. SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
earners, $2.50 per maser,- paysible-in-advariee:
By rnail an Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Magfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $17.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year.
Member of Associated Prole, autarky Press
=and Southern Newspaper Publishers
The Alsociated Press is exclusively entitled le
republish local news originated by The Murray
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1978 Radio Shack
Catalog Available
The new 1978 Radio
Shack catalog, the pom-
pany's 30th consecutive
issue, is now available





company's exclusive line of
products for home en-
tertainment, hobbyists, -
CBers and experimenters.




which, according to Radio
Shack president Lewis
rornfehl, is "the most
important product ever
offered by Racilio Shack.
"The TRS-80's im-
portande," Kornfeld
stated, "goes far beyond
the mere design, con-
struction and sale of the
fine piece of electronic
merchandise. Primarily IL
signifies the _dawn of: the
Microcomputer Age in




even for personal use and
entertinimient
, "Secondarily, the TRS40
should convince millioni_of
folks tliat Radio Shack iv a
• --tamaitigirsr-
well as a marketing
company." -
The new catalog also
includes coupons offering*
two Supertapes, either
reel-torreel, 8-track „ car-
tridge or cassette, for the
_prkv of one..two_P-tiog_kitS*
for the price of one, nd any
_ of, ,the comony's prolect , Jamie Washer, Woodmen of the World field representative, presents a flag to
boards for half-price. Ws.-Euitite tontth giaae 'Class at Robertson Elementary'. Picttitred.,are Steve
Robinson, Mandy Outland, Mark-- Doran, Lucinda Alexander, Lori Hobbs, Tonya
Thorrt-Rebetta-Page, Mrs_Istills and Washer. •
microphones, timers,
*batteries and a complete
library of Radio Shack's
awn books on -electronics
and related subjects.
Radio Shack's 1978
Catalog No. 289 is available-
free on request from Radio
Shack stores and dealers,
nationwide.
Radio Shack, a division
of Tandy Corporation
(NYSE), has More thin
6,000 stores and dealers in
all 50 states and Canada,
sand nearly 500 stores-
overseas operating under
the name Tandy In-
ternational Electronics.
The Murray Radio Shack is
located in Olympic Plaza..
FAIRMONT DEBUT - The all-new Ford Fairmont is now on sale locally. Expected to become Ford Motor C,comparty*s top-selling car
line in 1978, Fairmont is offered. in a full range of two- and four-door sedans and four-door station wagons. Fairmont represents a new
generation of Ford products designed for fuel economy, handling and passenger comfort. Its roority interior accommodates five adults in
comfort and sedan models provide nearly 17 cubic feetof usable luggage space. Station wagon models have nearly 80 cubic feetof cargo
area with the rear seat folded down.
Among the new items
introduced in the catalog
are: 40-channel Realiatie-
CB two-way _radial{ 'and a
selection of . electronic
calculators, ranging- in -









wire and eable, intercoms,
facilities serving Kevil,
La Center, Barlow,
Wickliffe, or Cairo and
Associationsince -tee 
Presently has 'millions of
dollars worth of loins
and -savings -from this
general primary service




Beware -Of Butite--110ft Get Vika - nonncement was- msde-
By Willis W. Alexander
Executive _Vice Pcesnitiu
American Bankers Association
How can it -happen again
and again? Confidence artists
have been around for centur-
ies. Yet the headlines go on -
Woman Loses $3,500, Elderly
Pensioner Loses Life Savings.
If your home or business burned down
tomorrow, would your insurance-Coverage
pay for rebuilding?
Or, suppose someone is injured on your
property or by your car. Could your liability
coverage handle it if the injured person sued
you for, say, 13190,000 and won?
To help hold down your insurance rates, are
you willing to self insure your smaller losses
by taking higher deductibles?
You can't do much about inflation. -But you
don't have to let it undermine your loss
protection. Call us today for d thorough
nf_your_hacae._saLsiLd business in-
surance.
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-4761
C9uple Bilk Shopper of
$2.204L
Authorities have found
that two very human failings
contribute heavily to victi-
mization by fraud. They are
gullibility and greed. Too
many people, they say, are
attracted by easy money
schemes, and the desire for
unearned-wealth leads to an
uncritical acceptance of such
proposals,:
For your own protection,
you should knot,/ that there
are no really new swindles,
. only new variations on old
--themes.- One of the most fain-
ous is the "bank examiner"
Wis-rant..into opera-
. --tion-by a person clairaing.to-
be - a bank- examiner who
needs help in catching a
-dishonest teller. .......
To cooperate with the ex-
aminer, the victim is asked to
withdraw from his savings
account a large amount of.
money, which will be "mark-
ed' checked against -ffie
teller's records. The con artist
promises to return the cash to
the bank, but instead takes
off with it.
Don't Tall fof this line.
Under no circumstances will a
true bank examiner; FBI
agent or other law enforce-
ment official request a bank
customer to withdraw cash
from an account. - -
Another famous con game
is the Pigeon Drop. The vic-
tim is the "pigeon -and--Use
"drop" is a bag of cash that
he will never see it, or his
share of the "find" again.
A common technique of
the con artist (who might
just as likely be a very inno-
cent looking woman as a man)
is to get the intended victim
so excited, so rushed, so con-
fused that he (or she) hardly
knows what he's doing. But
simple precautions can keep
you out of trouble.-Carefut-
ness and-common exer-
cised-by poteritlar victims will
stop such schemes.
Cultivate a healthy skepti-
cism of all miraculous offets
mut get-rich-quick *themes.
Be on guard when you hear
•-the -words:: "sonsighlite—forie
Arothing,"_a "secret_gdan,':_or
"this opportunity won't fie
here tomorrow." And, with
any major transeetiom—insist
on having a few days to,Aie-
cuss it with relatives, lawyers,




Burton R. Young D.M.D.
has recently announced the
opening of his new dental
office at, 111 South 13th
-Street for the practice of
general dentistry.
Dr_ Young is a graduate
of Murray State University
one member of a team pre- _and_a_4975._gradeeteet the
after his,partner has begun a University of Louisville
conversation with the unsus, School of Dentistry.
pecting 'victim. After shrieks Dr. Young received hisof surprise, the finder's con- honorable discharge fromscience tells him to split the
large sum of money with the the U.S. Army Dental
other two passer's-by. The Corps in July of this year
two are then asked to put up Where he received trainingsome good-faith money while 
phases of dental care.the finder "talks to hisfioss' In P
about the split. • Dr. Young, is the son Of
This swindle has been Mrs. Robert Young of 412-- widely practiced fez st test -
400 years and is stilt going South 16th Street and the
strong. Like all swindles, at late Mr. Yggilig. He is
the climax the "pigeon" is married to the formerasked for money. Naterally, cathy Conley of 
Greentip,





. See or Call
LI Joe Pat Winchester
L. 4.15.4116 •
tends to 'Turd" on the street,
"The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing".
101North 4th Street. _ -
SATISFACTION GtJARANTEED 7433397
1[ week where-by the
association applied to
the 'Federal Rome-Loan
Bank Board and this is
in compliance with the
bank board request and
regulations. -
The new facility would
he staffed with *ex=
perienced people - from.
-the home   and
would be a full service
office similar to all of




office building is under
construction _at._ 4201
Main Street in Murray,
and should be open for
business IA March"- or
--STierman4a-L4 that- it
was the Board of
Director's full intention
to continue to expand
the services being of-
fered by the financial
institution where ever

















intehdi to build a
beautiful new branch
office facility on U.S.
Highway 00 at LaCenter._
ApplicatiOn has been--
made to the- Federal
:Home Loan Bank Board
for permission to-build
this newlifacility since-
lheBaard of Directors at
Kerne Federal felt that
there was atreniendous
need for a savings and
loan office in the
western part of the Mr. & Mrs. Jack Cain
. Present*, _there are no Cains Partkipale -in-New Carstate, Sherman said.
savings and loan Driveaway -by AMC Dealers
Getting to the age of 75
isn't- a piece. of cake, but '
participating McDonald's
.restaurants -aeross the
• nOtIntry, and NcDonald'A
Restaurant in Murray, are
celebrating the 75th bir-
thday of its founder and
senior chairman, Ray
Kroc, with special birthday
cake for all customers on 1
Sunday October 9, 1977 '
between 4:00 p.m. and 8:00
*
According to Clyde Love,
owner of the McDonald's
reitaurant in Murray, "We
&relit:taming the man who,
through perseverance,
Iniertuity., and- _Atter-
mination, took a dream and
passed that to
all of us."
Kroc first °penes! MC- -
Donald's in 1955 in the
Chicago suburb of Des
Plaines, Today, the golden-
arched corporation has
more than 4,400
restaurants in the U.S., and
_23_ International markets,
"What better way to
celebrate the reality of my
own dreams than, to honor
the man who originally
gave birth to them " said
Love. • _ ,
Recently Jack and rivaling those of a major'
Lavern Cain' trefe Suiprisel caught SfledatOrS
witnesses to the most. by surprise. and caused
dramatic ------new -car---caanyaf-theraW-inquiralf
driveaway in American it was perhaps. a holiday
Minors history. A record two had forgotten.
attendance ol over 6,000 In five cities - Mm-
- ANC dealers and guests„neapolis, _Roston, Pitt-
ft  coast to -coast-drove: ,...sbnrgh, Kansas City and
away in parades, of as Los Angeles - the Concord
many as 200 new, Concords also made its, entrance by
to_ c_e.lelarate_ _the initial
deliveries of the new car to




areas in such cities as
Miami, Portland, Dallas,
San Francisco and Atlanta.
The large colorful parades
__air,__Iancling by helirn ter
in the middle of the mass
....driveaways.
The Cains' stayed in the
Crown Center' Motel in
Kansas City, Missouri, and
were among ap-
proximately 13S AMC
Dealers to participate in
the 178 car showing
SBA Representative to
- A Small --Business
Administration Loan
reires-entallve -will 'be-
available " in Paducah, al
City Hall (second floor),
Commissibner's
Chambers, from 9:00 a.m.
until 12:00 noon, Thursday,




Visits by SBA staff are
made to-Paducah to reduce
or eliminate the need for-
area businessmen to travel
to Louisville for. the
agency's services, .
Businessmen inquiring
about an SBA loan are
asked to bring with them











be in Paducah Oct. 20
sheetior the last complete
business Year.
'Profit and toss
statements and a balance
sheet for the last complete
business year,
Persons not presently in
business, hut seeking
financial - help - to start
-bring -a current
personal financial
statement. Phone 1502 442-
7561.
SBA provides counseling
service through the Service
Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE) 'on
the first Thursday of each
month at the above
location.
Two Murrayans, Mac
Fitts, Kentake Plirk, ed -
Douglas C. Lance, Jf.,
Paducah Best Western top,
attended the 1977 annyil
Kentucky Hotel and- lkioiel
Association meeting held in
Owensboro, Kentucky,. on-
Sept. 23.25, 1977. ' - -
Lance, preildant.
Paducah - - Nicrrschfu.
County Hotel and Motel
Association,: waS presented
with a Distinguish Satire
Award as a member of Ale-
1977 KM & HA Board,,of
Directors. He Wig re-
elected to serve on 4i,e









The life of a Federal Reser- -
ve -NOW paper
money.. depends on the
denomination. A $20 bill
lasts about 21/2 years, a $10
bill, about 11/2 years, a $5
bill just over one year but a
$1 note lasts only six mon-
by Bill Boyd ths.
. •
PAit your money in -a savings account with us. where:











Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock
Robinson 4th Grade
Dr. Burton R. Young
Mr.& Mrs. Jack Cain
Mac Fitts
Dol;glas.C. lance Jr,.





M:urray High-Swims To Win AO_ _
Spoils Homecoming For Harrell
r d. irigg
yards and . fullback Mike county, because of a'couple of
- 
Hibbard had his best effort of
the season with 73. ground. - •
big losses. hadno yards on thi''.
Murray ate up the yardage „ a
Frank Giniam„was back in
Y could certainly tell
last year for the Tigers; took snapped from the Tiger 34, 
on their first series of the
the headcoaching-JohatTrigg The ball skipped through tht 
bag ume bi.d stalled end loon.afurnbie,b.- n a pits:tio the 4, , thereAer_ikturfa irari wi ilittr High.
-County  this past summer and .har7ds of punter Thomas
Friday night, he brought his Kendall and Trigg T.,ounty 
play, the line of scrimmage Of course Gliliain who had "
Wildcats into Holland Stadium recovered on the Murray High belgththeeir Tsercig:ndCoseunriteS of the
to face Murray High yard - _ game, the .Tigers worked 
ITussed the last-two games
thebecananause,ro"nf an injuryLarurh! .... _• ih- -ii line with_2:20 left in '
,3:1a5T-er-s-haeleavning- --*. - the gain*: ---- - - --- — ' -down- to the Wildcat- five . ' Ti) nnd ̀ .Ver'-itic;"-'h-711; good-After we got on the field On the first play, the before losing the ball on
and it started raining, I was Wildcats were hit with, five- downs. game at his defensive - end
hoping we ,could get out in yardrhotion penalty. After n _ a




game for them as
' front early-and 'make them ' Incomplete - pass, Trigg had 
fumIt bwieasrecoCartvwrige y hthat'st Bumphis had an
play catch-up ball," Harrell another five-yard penalty. wally produced the winning 
did Mike Hibbard. And Alvin
it didn't work .:.and lost - foktr yards, the Hibbard leading the ground - on defense," Harrell addedShortly before the end tithe Wildcats were -h hit with a chare, g, the Tigers moved the. 
.
Trigg County drops to 14
with the loss and must play at
Mayfield next weeks,
Murray High, now 3-2-and
shooting for a .500 season, will ,
visit Marshall ..Coittity-olikt.-
week. The Marshals took a 74 _
win at Ballard Memorial
September 9 -AM It was also
the first time the Tilers had
scbred stnCe then too'. - -
Murray finished with 209 net
 '
It rained on, . Jimmy
Harrell's parade Feriday night.
John lithe and his Murray
High Tigers couldn't have
been more happy.
Harrell, an assistant coach
By MIKE BRANDON Then Trigg County fumbled- conditions, Murray High
Ledger IkTimeedgarkt Editor_ for the third time during the. moved the ball extremely well
game and for the third time, during the game. Grettis
Keith Cartwright recovered Bumph's finished with 134
the ball for the Tigers.
Trigg still got one more
chance-
Murray was in a punting
situation when the ball was
Cartwright of five-yard penalty. ball m the Trigg County 24fro
HANG ON TO IT ROBERT - Tiger linebacker Robert Whitmer tries to find a handle on the ball as 'it bounces up in the air after . 
first half, Keith 
High reco_vered a Finally, on a fourth and 24 down to the three-yard line.
Trigg County fumbled, The bail bounced around several times before the Tigers finally recovered. In the background for Murray is -fumble on-the-Trigg-eountY2L -- alturithintrenitheir own-211, all on wthird and goal trod the
frank Gilliam (82). • In six plays, the Tigers scored the Trigg County hopes ended
and went ahead 7-0. That's the . as Alvin  Parham charged 
three, quarterback Greg
. - ,,way it ended. . through the Wildcat--line and 
inGarthleanrclighloturctnFe'rankof theG illeianmd.
"It visa an awful -night' I droPPed Miner for a 17-Yard- zone for the TD. Willie PeITY
don't, know if we would have lass back to the Tiger 43. . added the PAT and that was -
-wen or- Kit if we would have Trigg, hav_ing.used up _1_41_ of __thelaTie, decided right there, 
-WO-6a firsViltaliet -sae " '4-their -firileouts, could lib with just 53 seconds lett in the
"Yon have to 1:01aY Cough nothing but watch the clock opening half -
eo4SIjLE
Ne 
By Doug Tucker Leonard, whose 20-12 record Faced with runners at the
AP Sports Writer this season made him only the corners and none out, Torrez
third 20-game winner in the- escaped with__only. McRae
-KANSAS 'CITY. fisP) - A Royals' eight-year history, crossing the plate by setiring
second straight record- was masterful throughout the .. Al Cowens and John Mayberry
breakin rowd was expected cool evgling ..„ on ground balls and Laheud on
- to pourin_from all corners of - Roy White lashed a -doubter-- a sharp line del% jo Mis 
tailed for his- bullpen_
-. t his -.-- • base b a I l - h a p py into -left field with-ouskonk.isi:4-. Chamblisi At firct. -1". Warky:Ly-le."   _ .
community today t.o watch the
. Kansas Cityltoyalsattemptto
become the first expansion
. e-. ardstick-defense in that kind ertveather run- out. - -- "They enty' had one drive in 
Murray Triggand Murray High certainly Despite the pathetic playing the whole game and we gave R ushing 209 0
laYed -tough defense- -When --- •  - • - - ---trrthern whsbn ftimblaart thy,- I;asses Ati• - -4, 2-
, • downpour•  this.  '
ilia-tiiilo. -•- ' • ---- ---1"INTI3F-Al- 44P') •-1— raa- lima 
said
'---HI-was real thrilled with the- - ,,,,,, 
played tough as 
. Clyde of Montreal-knoc4Ntinst
. — " nurY  "."."---.." '. Tommy Winston of Ireland at win and particularly, the play
which Torrez tried to catch .team. We just never could of our defense. I was also very1:02 of the second rgundin abarehanded but dropped. block on offense. They did an impressed with our offense,flyweight bout and-gave
Pattli moved the runners -excellent job in controlling the even though we just scoredCanada an 8-8 split of their
over with a sacrifice bunt and, line of scrimmage " Harrell one time. But that one was' - international boxing - show
one out later ilth -left-hander added.
Tom Poquette up next, 1Vjartin
'aye ti4lay cateli;ii-p-ball"=--ayde koilyfinsten _punt," MurraY . coach JOhn yard.s Passing 3 20
yotal Yards 232 , 20
Iru”iblestost -2- "-------V----1
Penalties 25 ' 30 - -i
Punts 3-94 5-207 I
Punting Avg. 31.3 41.4 2
Individual Rushing: Murray I 205 — I
f Bumphis 134, garland -6, Kendall 4, (
Johnson 4, and Hibbard 73. Trigg County .(
(0) — Miller -33, Acree 2, Northington 30, (
Wadlington 6 and Baker -5. . f
(
I
Receptions: Murray (1-3 I Gilliam I-
3. FTriggumble-11-7°Reco) —vN°erirthes in: gtMmurrialey (3) —
Cartwright (3). Trigg County (3) ----- 1
asamersomas--   A
Murray: 0+5.1 left in wart quartet,-  I
 fccthe f' --irstanninlfinrwas-throsim • Wee/York scored in the fifth Rota's Manager Whitey defense, that Trigg, and Ic'weltegirwaigbtennTrinnz It was the first time .the tteige-Garardiagrit Fivaitrarn
triple. -Leonare-then retired -infield- hit -atid--1,3u-- Pinieila-the 4%U-handed Amos-Otis, during the firat three- quar-: 11""t°--- iTigera had wcsa a 
game since- 4.112717113.45 7 — rrl-teAL- I
outtrying to stretcli-it---441-;,a:vith----Nettle. s-heatipg dfit an Herzog- eountered-hir-Sending,failed_
Against Ireland Friday night. enough."
contralflnThe Tigers did so well at
sennupage. ?AI . Among Irish winners_ were "We're just completely
  
j.ly<on--t-Ayweightt--41ugh-- Russell; • satisfied_ rigbf„pnaw:
f U If --Webb -addett
- -team everta win an Mao' iiam the -next- 12 Yankees le Order lashing • a- double oft the left who was miffed &t not-starting - teraL „ - 
--
League pennant.' before Graig Nettles- legged field Wall to pull the Yankees the game, to face the left- It was On the second play of-
'2:4Y0.111.0tted a shoehorn, 41_04 an infield single_ in the to 2-1. . 
handed Cyle. the fourth period' when
viter.,prObably have even fifth: " who doirblecito -011371.1w0waS Wise4-iln•thelisdi • Sames -/fortrnfigtori•
more than tonight," a club The Royals broke through -right in ifie 'hill, led-off the -firkTwo tames, lined an 0-I' rushed for a five-yard gain on
spokesman said Friday after against Yankee starter Mike Kansas City fifth_ with a ,two pitch down the left field hne to a third and four situation from
-the -second_ inning  baseJaitilown the left field line score Lahoud and Porte and the  Wildcat 20.
Leonard- silenced the New after Joe Lahoud drew a one- and came around to restore give Leonard a 5-1 
cushion. "That's our firsi one, can
...r.0,K.arls Van a. bats an Dims hits ostwallt and wentto_secondon Iteonard'o.-lwfrrun,..1earL on _ _ nyldie in the -Y911 believe  that Ha__
en route to a.6-2 .victory that the first of Darrell Porter's ground balls by Brett and seventh ail JohnMayderry s said as he ambled through the
RBI double off Lyle sent mud on the sidelines.• gave the -Royals a 2-1 three hits. Cowens.
advantage in the best-of-five Fred Patek, who has hit Torrea, the biggest winner Leonard cruising into the On the next play, Nor-
American League Cham- safely in the last eight AL on the high-priced, injury- eighth with a6-1 advantage. tbington-rushed for five more
pionship Series. playoff games, singted plagued Yankee pitching staff In the ninth, White slapped a yards then quarterback Carl
The Royals, who split the sharply to left field and this year with a 17-13 mark, . one-out double ipto the right Miller followed wish a 20-yard
first two _games in New York Lahoud crossed the plate as waDmocked Out in-the sixth. field corner and one out later pass to Noithington, taking'
Wednesday and-lfay, . Whfte 'had trouble picking up Afterilahouttirew Mdybei -ell ur  Reggie the Wildcats to midfield
IL. scheduled Teft-hander Larry the bail. walk, Porter hit a --high--- 
Seeitsents--grettnelerieyt-the_Their _second 
Gura, a former Yankee who -Hal -MeRrie-,- whose 54 'chopper in front of the mound Yankeeetheirfirral ran. " down of the ea-IOC'
harbors plenty of resentment doubles this season were the - -
'==toward New ..--Arerk Manager mostby anyz_Ak, player in 27
Billy Martin, to face 'right-years, led off the third sv,ith a
' bander Ea Figueroa, Martin's two-base hit zmd-went-trrthird-
rhoice in what will-be a do-or- -when George glieett; breaking_-
die proposition for the a 1-for-10 playoff slump, beat






•Tender-Fresh Fryers, All-Excess Fat_
Removed. 
_
•Two Delicious Pieces Of Chicken
'Fried For Crispness Di Pure Choking Oil
•Special Marinating Process For Extra Flavor
•-includes French Fries, Creamy Cole Slaw,







'UT TiliA0,--Tigirterback Greg Gariiintaires a pass toward say raielgar who migki be
reedy-se try cad hang ea ft ilta-wet bell. carlan2 rempleted one oast itt the game enittitedives-*-4
the won that mode the difference as the Tigerstooic a 7-0 win (Stiff Pirolot by Nevi. EiNieky -
Friday.
can cut a dollar or two off Your hot water costs each month.
Most water heaters are inadequately insulated, wasting
' • and allowing heat to escape from the tank. You can
help solve this problem by 'Wrapping your electric water heater
tank with R-1-1 (31/2-inch) blanket type insulation.
Buy the insulation at a building supply store, _use twine to
measure around-ttile tank, cut Vie amount of ingulation you
need with scissors or shears, and secure it on the tank with duCt
tve.  .
- Within a year you should regain the cost of the materials in
savings on your electric bilk If the' water heater is located in an
• unheated area, you'll naturally be saving More than if it Sits.in
heated area. ." -
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BEST GAME - Junior fullback Mike Hibbard (36) of the Tigers runs with the ball to the ontside for geed gita:lillibird-piditil




M. 1 h.. taw. mt./ Pre.
hursdon'l .anmea
Bardstown 27TEIBMbethtim0
Danville 41 N Hardin 6_
Edrnonson Co 36 W Hardin 12
JesSamine Co 18 Bourbon Co 6 -
Madison Centhil 28 Wayne Co 0
Middlesboro 34 Laurel Co 13
rigg ,
o Anderson C,o 26 E Hardin 8
----4,-- - - -- Barren Co-85•Hart6e8- -
— Eiai-r47G imabeis
20 ' ‘Be ifry 30 Matewan PlVa 0
20 Bell Co 14 Whitley Co 6
--r------3e1Tevor202114111slbe5 Coe • n'
30 . --Berea 14 -Rich Madison 6
.-207 - Boone Co 28 Covington Holmes 0
41.4 Bowling Green 34 Pad Tilghman 7
— 
=Co 46 Todd Central 0
I Co 22 Whitesburg 14
I 4, 
arty Campbellsville 34 t averna 20
3 30, Conner 13 Simon Kenton 10
, Covington Cath 19 Dixie Heights 14
m 1- Corbin 37 Evans 0
E Carter 77 Fleming Co 0
) — Ellchorn City 19 Virgie 8 It was....far_from an = artistic in the No.! position next week. Letington Tates Creek slipped (5), Garber (7) and Boone. W-
t.,. _,,,,.  Franklin-Simpson 47 Po Tents.11_-- 4Prarkfc" IR B°Yle Gee ' "-̀7-betweeti ' top-ranked ' nigh- --6eTiit least RI. State-- -ktitA-:'-̀ 15:trarto----Catititr- - 151t,oked'' - -
- - Fleming-Neon'33 Johns,Crpek it suceesS, that showdown . But - No. I isn't Whit It usedto "by-Cawood -I8-14 And No. 8 ' ' tut J-1),I,Gartier,1-1.: 
. _
for - Fulton City 21 Gleason Tenn 6 • 'BC hoor .- lball teams-. Tifayette's defeat Was -Me CovuigtOnikei2/1-0".77----- - - .
Green Col7 Adair Co 0 .. N.York 
Game 3 
AT------ - • ---Gra•Y'r-"Breduwida.ces- - Lowsviiii--"Trinity displayed third in as many weekninr"---- =State . AAA:- N. O 4 060 010 001-2 4 1
-- Barbouraaille WVaa2-- -too much--.,defense and a .thatiiotralNp„ i team:. - . Montgnmery County,- -7--k-•
Harlin 18 Ilianisbur66 ' ieitog glimpse of Mike . Henderson. Counts,* .6-1, goL..880PPed Clark C4untY 
204-- KZ.  011 012-10x,-43- 12 - 1
' ,  L.TazAz, Lylet.) and Munson:. --isiowanaeg 30 Garrard Co 14 r  n— - .- - -
- —Reath 14 Ione Oak 12 ' - - -McCarty . in' a 37-7 rout' of touchdown runs ot 19, 19 and 3.-..___--State AA: No 2 Corbin, -
_..,. , HoriderstaCe 200wansboro 0  . - -..bigton Lafayette. 
Leonard and Porter. W -Leon-
- Henry Co 14 Mercer C.o 7 
. _tek -yards from Barry-Skaggs. ---the defen ' . state. -Class-AA ard, 1.0. L___Toriv; 04.,
- 'Jeffersontown 20 Lou Eastern 2 --- - '7—The deciiiive victory lifted - Tee Jefferson County AAAA---elnisnpion;ettnefied a play6ff - -
Jthn"'" centra' 54 mu'lins ° '71.---' - Trinity, the top-hiliked team' showdown, No: 2 Southern'-berth with a smashing 37-0 wirr -I eslie Co 33 MC Napier 20 , - . •
Lewis Co 33 Bath Co e • - --- -- • in the JeffersonCourity AAAA- -walloped. No.- 4- Valley 48-14. - over Evaris'. Brent FietiftIATI
Lex Henry Clay 56 Harriman Co It — poll, to 7-0 for theyear and Oakley Gillespie scored three, scored twice on-shorf r,uns for
Lex. Tata, Crook-16-Carrood.1.4
Lincoln Co 32 Knox Centra115 - - extended the Shamrocks' two- totichlOwns for S7iiithern—Corbiri. -In oiler gaiiiiii,-Nii:3-
Lou Atherton 20 Bullitt Central) 7 . season - Winning -Streak ,tolr-- while Mtke Gibson ran for-for 84-a yf i el d - crushed
1.4111 Ballard 10 Lou Fern Creek 7 —
Lou Bishop David 7 Daviess Co 0 games. - • *twii-Its .and paiseA lbf --a-TroplinifillIri34, N'ti.- -- 4
Lou Butler 21 Lou Moore 8 Too, it was a convincing third. :, -- . Caldwell County battered
Lou Doss 13 Lou Fa irdale 10
Lou DeSales 17 Lou Westport 14 - indicator that it Will take an Top-ranked
,
 Bardstown of Todd Central 46-0 and No. 5
Lou Durrett 21 Lou Manual 2001 inspired effort by an opponent State AA turned its match Somerset battered Taylor
Lou Iroquois 21 LOU Tbos Jefferson 0 ,
Lou Male 13 Pleasure Ridge Park 12 " to derail. the defending state with No. 3 Elizabethtown of County 42-12 as Wel Perkins
Lou Seneca 13 Lou Waggener 0 Class AAAA champions' drive State AAA into a track meet scored four touchdowns and
Lou Shawnee 6 Lou Central 0 • -
Lou Southern 48 Lou Valley 14 - toward another title . . _. _ _ , by spanking the Panthers 27-0 Ron Cain passed for three
-. 
. •. 0. .-L Le...-Lou St Xavier 21 s ktryan station 1. --McCarty blasted "-for 150 'ori. Thursdiy. - 
_
- Bardstovm's ' .
- - - ..--11rur3tuart 19 Lou W estern 7 . yards-in-18-cariiesandscored --Anthony Ashford-carried 19. Htahospt' *ty -Room ------, Released- , Ast- - -Moore,• - - Lou Trinity 37 Lea Lafayette 7 a- - patr -of - touchdowns as !limb for 105 yards and three defensive tackle. Signed Ken
Lynn Camp 6 Clinton C,o 0
Marshall 03 7 Ballard Memorial 6 Trinity handed No. _ 1 touchdowns while sidekick , Ellis, cornerback as a free
-------- -- - - Mayfield 33 Hopkinsville 6 - Lafayette TAL State-AAA -its-Greg Hickman added94 yards Open -To msu tans agent- _ -
Maysville 28 Fainriew 0
Meade Co 26 LaRue Co 6 second loss in seven games. • in 18 carries.
- I
ar
9th IpniAg Camel)* Lif
To Within
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
- Sports Writer -. -
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -
An almost unbelievable ninth-.
Inning comeback, triggered
'• by Manny Mote and Vie
Davalillo, a pair of baseball's
old Mon, has the Los Angeles
- -Dodgers within one victory of
the 1%77 World Series today.
- Mota, Davilillo' and a
controversial call by umpire
- The Playoffs
Bruce Froemrning keyed a
two-oul, naue-on. three-run
Dodgers' ninth that beat the
Philadelphia .Phillies 6-6
Friday in the third game of the
National League
chamrrionship series.
"The Dodgers lead the best-
offive series - 2-1, and go
tonight with Tommy John,
their 20-game winner. -
John will. be opposed by
Phillies' ace Steve Carlton
also a top candidate for the Cy
Young Award with a 23-1d
regular-season record.
Carlton waskaticked out in the
At A Alan" .4ievonth--inning 7of- the- first
11."1“1"11 • -• , faimein the series won by the
By The Associated Press Phillies 7-5.. - ' '
The Dodgers appeared deadBest-of-Five
Los Angeles 6, Philadelphia 5,
Friday's-Games , ., _with two out in the ninth and
none on, the •Phillies' leading 5-
Los Angeles leads series 2-1. 3. But as Manager Tom
Kansas City 6, New York 2, 
"Sometimes 
- sa_i_g__, later,
Kansas City leadsaeries 2-1. ' that third out is
tougher to get than those firstSaturday's Games
New York ( Figueroa 16-11) at two:"'
PhiljalasdeAlil 
,
Kansas City 7 Gura 8-5) It ertainly _ was for the
hil d phia Carlton -2320-470)), ant. 
Mlles, eorifidentthey would
win two of the three games
scheduled on their artificialSunday's Games
Los Angeles id Philadelphiffr surface field before a highly'
if necessary
New York at Kansas city, if
necessary----------
—
- - - DETROIT LIONS '-Signed
____L..manigomery.c.a_mC1art.c.0 o __.,.._-Defentinely,-Trinity_stoppeclTwo-other...ranked_teams, A heillThaty ' room for Mike McGraw, lineacter and
12gg 
Estill Co 8 
„ first-half Lafayette . drives at , beth in State.. AAA, . tasted Murray Statealoml and . Reggie.. Pinkney, defensiveTri Co 0
Newport 10 Ft nos Highlands 7 the Shamrock's- 11 and one, defeat on Friday. No. 2 football fans willtopen at 4:30 back.
:wport laot/21110:narla7nger Lloyd 9 gi ing in 
only
 in . the third Woodford County dropped _its _p.m. this . afternoon at "The IPS  _ANGELES RAMS —
Ohio Co 12 Hancock Co 8 period after Trinity had built a first decision in seven starts 
()Wham Co 29 N Bullitt 21
oweraboro Ceti' 12Christian Coe .-7.......__21.41.....Advantage,.. Hut_thewben_Shelby County eked out. 
Paintsville 7 Pikeville 0 • defense got revenge with a a 9-6 decision. No. 5- Erlanger
Pineville 39 Clay Co 0
Prestonsburg 19 Lawrence Co 14 . safety and a touchdown of its Lloyd, 4-3, lost its second
Reidland 13 Metropolis III 8 own; the latter coming in the heartbreaker in as many
Rockcastle Co 50 Casey Co 6 . •
Russell 24 Boyd Co 8 -fourth period when Chris weeks when " Ted Bradford
Russell Co 17 Ludlow_ 14 Tumey rstilMed 'a blocked booted a 30-yard field goal
S Fulton Tenn 30 Fulton Co 15
SOU Co 12 Franklin Co 10 punt 10 yards for a score. _ with 5:55 left to play to five
Shelby Co 9 Woodford Cod - -' The Trinity-Lafayette game Newport Catholic a 10-9 win:.
Somerset 42 Taylor Co 12
14 was typical of one-sided Two other top-ranked teamsSununitt Country Day,20 Dayton
Tompkinsville 35 metralfe Co 6 games this weekend between followed the lead of Trinity
I 4
._, Union Co 29 Webster Co 0 ranked opponent's:
Trimble Co 36 Eminence 0 •• and ilardatowo to post .easy
"s• W Carter 21 Rowan Co 7 No. 3 Henderson County of victories. Franklin-Simpson of
- Warren Central 45 McLean 0 State AAAA earned a Playoff State AAA smashed Portland,
- riasIrrieilingtoEarf-COG2egstgr°Co 6 . berth ,- by ripping No. / Tenn., 47-12": and Nicholas ... , •_ . 
- Mint/ of late AA - rimishecr-.---4' . • - — tartwAunE" -Bums -.--K==' =z4 i•=xx==:•1 Paris 21-7. NBA 'Scotts Waived Frank Oleyniek and
In other-games-involving-- --OteirWilitams-, guards. -
Li ne-Scores
F_Hlke-sPlsovsfailinfee4
• By The Associated Prese
NATIOVAL LEAGUE
Showdown 7 LA. 4211" 2- Phila 030 000 020-5 6
Hooton,hRhoden (2), Rau (7),
By MIKE CLARK Owensboro 25-,establishing' nip Lexington Bryan Station Sosa (8), Rautzhan (8), Gar-
Associated Press Writer Henderson County as the 21-14. man (9) and Yeager, Grote (9).
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - likely successor to Lafayette • -State AAAA: No. 4 christenson, &mutat (4), Reed
_Deals








Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon VI 6 P. M.
14=r1 1.=016=4
By The AsSoelated Pressranked teams:NEW YORK KNICKS -
-- -Jefferson County AAAA: Sent Walt Frazier, guard, to
No..3 Louisville Bishop David, the Cleveland Cavaliers as
7-0, nipped Daviess County 7-0 compensation for Jim
on Mike Herreld's 19-yard Cleamons, guard.
Pub in Martin, Tn. Placed Ron Jessie, wide
Ilia room, WWI* kr the .receiver„na....the inj.ured 
Big M Club,- will be serving reserve bat.
food and drinks until 6:30 HOCKEY --
p.m., an hour before kickoff National Hockey League
time -for the Racer-IdT61...
football game. Bob Miller, center and Bill
The holpitality room Is getmett, forward.
located- -acre-as from the BASKETBALL -
Martin Plaza Court Motel on National Basketball League
Higliway 45 East in Martin. BOSTON CELTICS -
.. Released Mike Dabney and
Bill Langloh, guards.
___:prosaason. BUFFALO BRAVES -
T M • guard
partipn crowd
..The 39-year-old Orivatilio
batted for catcher. Steve
• Ye'ager and dragged a bund.
toward second base. He beat
the throw from second
biseinan Ted Sizemore for a
single.
Then --up, came Mote,
another 39-yeartold hat one of
the league's premier pinch
hitters. Mota, who hit .395 in
the regular season, slammed
drive toward the left field
sisal., •
Plates' left fielder Greg
___LgginskiAgpt_backing up. He
leaped st-theivailland haet the
ball in his gIoge but it popped
our.
Davalillo puffed into third
as ..106,inski'A „throw went IQ
sw.wW, where Sizemore faileil
to handle it cleanly. Davalillo,
who :had, _stopped_ at _
raced home on the error, and
Mota reached third.
The score 'was 5-4, with
' pave" Lopes the batter. Lopes
bit-s sharp grounder toward
third base that glanced off the
knee of Mike Schmidt to
shortstop Larry Bowe.
4- •
Bowa gunned the ball to first
luieman Richie-_,Jlebnesk
Froemrning spread his hang





Mota scored the.tying run on
the disputed single.
Reliever Gene Garber, who
beat the Dodgers twice in the
regular season and had an 0.82
earned run average against
them, then tried to pick Lopes ,
off first, His throw got past
first baseman Richie.Hebner
ind- the pitcher' was. dharged
with an error,
Bill' Russell, whose two
Ihrrors-in game one had Led to




sixth Dodgers pitcher, retired,-
the-Phils in the ninth to earn a
save while rookie Lance.
Bautzen Came on to get the
last -out in the 8th and get
credit for the victory. Garber,
the first-game Ivii.iner_j_lo_ok
tlielosi. —
pass to Keith Seardoragh the
third period, and No. 5
Louisville St. Xavier needed
Kevin - Wallace's four-yard
scoring Pais to Larry Kthg In
the second overtime period to
-SECOND ANNUAL
CHARGE OF THE PAC
MOTORCYCLE RACE-
Sun. Afternoon, Oct.
Wed Ky. livestock & Exposition Center
VereFfir34'_
Practice 12:30 - Race 2:00
AdmlWan $3.00, Children under 12 61.00
'Children under 6 FREE et Lexington, Ky. stop sign turn ngbt then
• _ _ _ • _ _ . 416d Asre...481iXISL
SpOhsOred bithe Physics & .Computer Science Student Laub, Murray Univerlity • • vsoivien mate vs. Roar-.. - - City, at Omaha, Neb. • .
Are You Serious? Do you














Washington 116, Nets 96"
New (Keens 113, Atlanta
104 -
Detroit 102, 'Chicago 91
GoldettState 95, Portland 93





Boston at New-York Knicks.
2nd game
- Seattle-vs. Golden State, at
Portland
Los Angeles at Portland.
2nd game
Denver at San Antonio
Atlanta vs. New Orleans, at
Lakeland, Fla.
Indiana. vs. Milwaukee. 'et
Terre Haute, Ind. 
Mama- vs. Kansas City, at
Bismark, N.D. Sunday's
Games Take 94-e$. out of Murray
New YiOrKnicksat Nets Jet 2 ma..., Turn right on
Cleveland Vs. Boston. an Follow 260 for ' mile%
Colurnlfus, lkinnec's Grocer. Jake
PhiSidelphiavs. MilsvitukeektoP into Paaa"M4 t°
SOME1100T CAT IT - The ball is loose and everyone gots afte.-itle-re but Keith Cartwright
(44) is the one who come up with it. Cartwright also had two more fumble recoveries in the con-
test, giving him six on the season. The other two Tigers in the pictureare-coreXii Rumehis (20)
and Robert Whitmer (56).
Stella Parton and the
Stella Parton Read-Show
wrth 9i.rests
Carmol Taylor and Gary Sothern
Progressive Co. untry Music
'West Kentucky LivestoCk and Exposition Center
Thersdly, Oct. 13 8:00 p.m.
Tickets 53 06 at door, $2 50 in advance, S I 00 child 12-un#er
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Out do () 14 o
• -,.0-uidoer Tore is dedicated lo tht hermen ar4 
others who Enloy the outot doo,
Fall and Winter Butch .Greer Outdour 
Editor
Waterfowl Seasons SI* AI
Land liekvien The lakes
GOLDEN POND,
Waterfowl seasons applicable
to TVA's Land Between The
Lakes have been set.
Duct hunting will be per-'
mitted in the Kentucky portion
of Land Between The Lakes
November 19-27, 1977, and
December 10, 1977, through
January 14, 1978. Goose
season will open November 12,
1977, and close January
20,1978. - .
ihe Tennessee po-rtion ot-
the 1070,000-acre public
demonstration area .duck
season-will be _Novembei 12,
13, and 14,1977, and December
10, 1977, through January
.:-..20,1978. Goose hunting will be-
the same dates as Kentucky,
November 12,1977, through
  January 20,1978.
All duck hunting at the Bear
Creek Waterfowl
Management Unit located in
-The southern portion on the
Lake Barkley shoreline is
restricted to November 12, 13,
and 14, and then to Mondays
Tuesdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays from December
10,1977, through January 20,
1978.
... ...I •••••••
i :  -. - . t r -- - 7.77t,..-
.. ....-- - - .....
,41 •





LI3L Short Shots .
Goose hunting at the Bear
Creek Unit is the same as the
statewide season until
December 10,1977. From that
date through January 20, 1978,
goose hunting is restricted to
Mondays, Tuesdays, Fridays,
and Saturdays during the duck
aean
The Bear Creek Waterfowl
Management Unit is open to
all other hunting seasons
applicable to Land 'Between
The Lakes prior to November
197t_
It will aLso_he open' from
November 15 through
December 9,' and again a&er
January 20, 1978, For
example, it will be open to gun
deer hunting, as part of Area
14, on -hunts scheduled for
NOvember 5,8, and 17 (but not
for the hunts set for November
:Boswell Landinginformal Use use October 1, 1977. The area,
- -,AreaTemporarty-Ciashig - open to the- general public _
---Bosvrell .LiiicVng-Itiformal visiting the 170,000-acre public,
Use Ara, located noy. dmnstration area of land
Piney Campground in TVA's Between The Lakes, has been
Land Between The Lakes,, a dosed since July 20,197T.- --
170,000-acre public demon- Sidearm Use
str-ation area, will close except Deer hinders in Land
for boat launching on October Between. The Lakes._ are
.5,.-1977, and remain closed- reminded that sidearms are
through December 31, 1977, legal in the Tennessee portion
for extensive renovation of the only and then only for Netters
10 present sites and con- . age eighteen and *over.
-4 striictiOn or20 nes# ciiinpsiteft-Sidotnermust be Chambered
The following rates are for and using the following
applicable at the family calibers only: .30 Herrett, .357
campgrounds for the winter Herrett, .357, .41, and .44
. season: Hillman Ferry, three magnums, and having a
miles. south of Barkley Canal barrel length of four inches or
on Kentucky Lakeshore in the more. The are not legal 14 the
northern portion; and Piney. Kentuiky _portion • ot- Land-
12Aarndeas14 on) .
Kentucky Lake
around Land Between The
Lakes specifically closed to
hunting include:
Duncan Bay, an-Eagle-
Waterfowl Refuge located in
the northern portion of the
area, as well as smith and
l'Isgah Bays in the same area:-
Rushing Creek' Bottoms,
below the Lake Front Road,
and also Rushing Bay, located
In the Tennessee portion o
Land Between The Lakes on
Kentucky Lake...
Areas 'on Lake Barldey.in
Land Between The _Lakes_
specifically closed to hunting
include:
The Crooked Creek•Bay
The area from. River Mile
51.0 to RM 57.3 and ftM 68. to
--
For additional information.
write or call Resource
Management Section, TVA,
Land I3etween The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Ky. 42231,
telephone 1502 924-5602.
•
The third annual held Archery Tournament was held recently at TVA's L
and Between
- The Lakes, the 170,000-acre public demonstration area in weste
rn Kentucky and Ten-
..--rremssaerfschoyell-ase4bemoinneertimat.row, Wayne Stokes, Flop
kipseille; Paul Fenland,
= li:r.saMpbelt R. Ittikrinis,-Prkweton;Don Will, LaCenter; Ro
nnie-Carpenter, PrinCetchi
Wayne Reece, Louisville; and Leon Mitchell, Princeton. Second 
row, Don Will; Jr.,
LaCenter; Charles Travis, Princeton; Shirley Molloy, Sturgis; Johnny 
Childress, Dexter,
Larry davis, Pairrix and Larry Sharp, Morganfiehl.




The surface temperature at right for some of the best The knowledgeable
most of Kentucky's lakes is fishing of the year. Compared fisherman also keeps alert for
now in the mid to low 70's, a to summer, the lakes seem disturbances out in the lake,
signal for those anglers who almost deserted-the same away from the shoreline. He
stay ,irt the shade' during the cool water that brings the bass knows that shad are schooling
heat of summer to start, near the surface has also sent near the surface and that
getting back on the water.- most pleasure boaters and hungry fish-both black bass
Beneath the surface, the water skiers to other pursuits and white bass-often pursue
bass are starting to sense this inland. Even many sportsmen these schools. At the first sign
drop in water temperature have left the' lakes. with the • of surface activity, he moves
and. they, like us, recognize departure of summer,, lured his boat quietly into casting
that winter is settle-ITU-M*11,2.. asay_nerhapa. toy_ the-enik of .T.nni3e.andlatAllyivith either a_
are beginnifig to stir around s(uIrrer, dove or-beAv -deer surface-hireresPinneic;iir-ii
anti ._becom.e nyike active. huntiong. . shad-imitating lure. -
They are leaving their deep Yes, tall Is7ciiie If die telt-- Night fiThing- for -white bass --
water lairs where they have fishing seasons of the year in and crappie is also productive
spent most of the summer and Kentucky. Those Surface lures in the fall, although the chilly
are prowling the shoreline in which have lain in a back tray nights can be a little un-
(TVA Photo)
search of food. in the tikrkle box all summer comfortable. Daytnnecrappie
We usually get some fairly can, be brought out now and ,anglers can also .often locate-
heavy fall rains about this chugged or twitched along the schools of fish by drift fishing ,
time of year, rains which will edge of shoreline cover, cast over submerged cover areas.
give some color to the-crystal- beside stumps or exposed And fishing the tallwaters
clear .tra,ters of =amen, The. .treetops or pulled enticingly below the dams on ouPlarger. _
light penetrating the water Over submerged logs or rocks. lakeir can yield a. surprising
won't be as harsh aii-tv---,Whift -Spinner baits and medium -- munher and variety of fish.
bother the sensitive eyes of the running lures also usually So don't put your boat and
be*, He'll start spending_ ,work well at this time of year, fishing tackle ,into winter
more and more time . in and that old standby, the- storage yet--thers7s still a lot
shallow_water,„ .,wilere the...plastic nightcrawler, will take of ,good fishing In front ef_zou
temperature and light its share of fish too. this season.
Penetraticin 'are within his - 
_
' --




mer and are nOW.laree enough
been graaring,..all sum-
to make a mouthful for even a
lunker bass. He likes this too,
because his appetite-is in-
creasing. When the water
turns cold, his metabolism
will slow down, he wilLhecome
-near U.1.  High- Between The lilltasr TVA's• weeks, and the garbage is weight. Another new-Item this 120 
153 86 less active and will take less
way 79 in the southern portion, 170,000-acre public demon- piling up at the back door. But year, a Acorn Sëit produced *
90-"- -rood. But. now, in the fall,'N
.42 per night. At Rushing Creek stration area in western do we get any consideration by Deer Run products. For the 
140 .= 179-80-. 105 "storing up" for the lean
Campground, straddling the Kentucky and Tennessee. from those animals? Heck no! pre-rut-season; I refrain from 
150 192 112
Kentucky-Tennessee line, Bowhunting Information They just don't care! Why
there will be no camping. Bowhunting permits issued should they! What's it to them
_There will be an additional 50- this Year will atamPid if we wait in- a tree-half the
cents charge Tor e " cat diet tD fea-bl-litift those
hookup in each of the cam- ensure that bowhunters are little black bugs eat us alive?
there will not be a "To The
Point"' Column today. I'm
tired, wore out, and just plain
disgusted! I read all the
hunting magazines, technical
- date, reports, get up -emir,-
hunt hard ipd what do I gee
-Nothing! I say hunters unite!
Strike! Why do we have-twist
up at 4:00 win.? Those dm
seem to have banker's hours.-
And why sit freezing in - the
rain all day while they lay
somewhere else stiuggyivo tti-
their little beds? No-sir-re-
bob, we don't have to pit up
with this nonsense! Strike 'is
the answer; demand better
conditions, shorter hours, and
more pay-offs! There seems to
be a lack of communication
somewhere. Don't they know
we can't be expected to keep
this up every day? Why, I'm
lucky to stay awake halfway
through "Charlie's Angels".
"Johnny Carson" is com-
pletely out of the question. The
-yard hasn't -been- mewed din.
pgriltsittr-Trierels-wo tharge awareff-tWifostwe OT1106*-- --yr-in-oving to them w
ere not
for camping in any of the deer hunting in Land Between threatening- their livilhoods,
. informal use areas. --:TV-At-170,0W-----ispecially---not when they
For further 'information Acre public demonstration never show up like they're
contact TVA, Land Between .area in western Kentucky and suppose to. So fellows, grab
'The Lakes, Golden Pond,- Ky Tennessee. Hunters should that stand and sit on it! Just
42231, telephone (502) 924-5602. 'receive a copy of "A Guide To sit there in protest until one of
Redd Hollow Reopened . Deer Identification in Land those boogers comes along.
Renovation of Redd Hollow Between The Lakes," which Then you gotta negotiate! Let
Informal Use Area, located explains why fallow deer are ern know whose boss!
south of Turkey. Bay in TVA's not legal game this year. Gun A couple of items that are
Land Between The Lakes, has deer hunters will receive a handy to have for negotiating
been completed and the nearly-Copy of this pamphlet with are Stn-Jac arrow holders,
40 sites will be available for their permits, also. -
Five Points
AMOCO
-Your full service station





Uniroyal- Gsitabo. and Miche
ItRytrrIVr
1 -105 F.Pcigiie 753-1489
and acorn scent. The Sta-Jac
iS'a relatively new device for
holding the arrow on the rest
in nocked position. It.mounts
on the beck side of the arrow-
shaft, holding the arrow
securely. As you draw the
shaft back, it simply pops off
quietly, and remains out of the
way. I did not use a holding
device before-hand, but .these




right combination, and collect
your trophy, then perhaps
you'd like to know just what it
weighed on the hoof. Use this




dressed - live edible
100 129 71
110 -141-2 80
using doe-in-heat-Tire, Yon do 16°
recommend a cover scent. 1741
Cedar, Pine, -and Acorn are 180
available, and du a ta cMcfl- 190
dous job of masking your
scent. The Acorn Scent is new,
and smells somewhat like
syrup. Spilled' in the flooe-
board of your truck, however;
it can be- - kinda sickening.
Wednesday morning I wat-
ched two does walk in my own
footsteps without the slightest
sign of alarm. if you are
hunting near cedars or pines,
those scents are just as ef-
fective.
If you do happen to use the





Speciotizing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
406 N. 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
_ 
ii.•••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••.....,•
- •••▪ Murray,Home_& Auto•••








20F" 2t' The experienced angler
218 130 knows all o_Uhis, is aware of
230 -137 wt -ftapperilln/ tn-the
, 243 
 watr144  wmW -of hasrap,
200 256 154 derstands the physical
210 268 -162 changes in the fish's, en-
220 281 171 vironment and the
230 294 , 180
240 306-7 188
250 319 196
One last point; even though it
hasn't been extremely cold,
every morning I have hunted,
I have gotten uncomfortably
chilled, So don't un-
deratimate the warmth of




in the East Elementary Parent-Teacherh alogical fish itself. Like the bass, 
bass fisherman starts getting
restless in the fall. The
shortening days, he knows,
presege the coming of the
gloom of winter when only the
hardiest of souls continue
fishing.
Time is short and the water
is waiting; conditions are
BUCKS BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
appy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURI GRAYSON McCtURI
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn r,qht on 180
Follow 180 fat 7 rn ,/es post Bonner s Grocery Tok•
Telephone 50-436-5483
Club Sponsoring Turkey Shoot
tary Parent-Teacher Club.
A Turkey Shoot will be held Refreshments will be sold'
at the Jackson Purchase Gun
Club on Saturday and Sunday,
and a ham raffle will be held.
pr eeds will be used for
October 8 and 9, sponsored by speCcial projects for the school.
the East Calloway Elemen-•
•
wit ••••• .1111Mme





2 Mitts Ent Hoy 94 753-5693
Murray Boit Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
----The-Lakes Area
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,The Duck Call
By Charlie McKenney




With the geese already
moving South, and a chill in
the air I thought I had better
crank up the Duck Call ar-
ticles for another season.
The local DU Chapter has
some special events planned
again this year and as always
we are looking - for new
members.
The Murray Chapter of
Ducks Unlimited will hold
their first meeting on Thur-
sda). October 20th, at 7:00
o'clock at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
_ .. I certainly want to urge all
members of the local chapter
- to attend as well as invite-
anyone new to the Murray
area to attend. There will be at
least one film shown supplied
by the , National, _ DU readers have any ideas about
- headqua ers. For those duck --an zirtiele- or want my co
hunters t have vie-wed DU [bents on any certain topic
m-
- films I 't have to tell- you concerning duck hunting give
• - 
how great they are. Also Ben me a call or write a note to the
----7-7Hogancartia-catr1oral chapter Ledger .8z Times, 103 N. 4th
president- ---has -informed me Street, Murray, Ky. 42071,
that the Regional Director for marked Outdoor - Lore and
DUltletif Aga* should heat --Butch-will See that! get your
. the first meeting. He will .be---letter-_: _ -.
----ible- ---tif- --a-fiswer -matte- - -Scigettrutyritiffavorite duck
questions concerning this call and start practicing NOW.
year's duck populations.-steel Those decoys probably need a
shot, and up coming laws that little cleaning up and
will apply to local duck restringing too. What about
hunters. Also officers will be your old duck boat-the motor
nominated for next year at the, probably won't even crank?
meeting. MAY ALL YOUR HUN
So if you wantteseeegreat-,TI-NG:---BE-SAFE - _EN-




Four decades ago, when reserved 2.6 million acres of habitat Called the Lerma
North America's natural waterfowl habitat (1.3 million :Marshes. These .marshes,
forward duck talk, and meet resources were being ab
used acres developed), which also located west of Mexico City,
other gee (flick hunters don't by both man and nature, provides living space for 
over winter hundreds of thousands
forget Thursday night, Oc- waterfowl, in particular, 300 species of wildlife. 
These of waterfowl each year.
tober 20th, 7:00 o'clock at the suffered the consquences of a projects also offer 
irrigation DUMAC has also initiated a
University Branch of the Bank hostile environment. Each and flood control for 
farmers fundraising campaign in
of Murray. year their numbers dwindled and ranchers, 
while Mexico f where from 10 to 40
A date to mark down on your clpaer to extinction. Born enhancing the aesthetic milli
on North American
calendar is November 17th, 1937, amidst the insecurity of quality of7raiiii-d ils1T. -
-waterfowl winter annually), to
this is the eight for- the ducks economic depression and the • Instead of 
purchasing the help bolster habitat
or better known as the night of devastation of relentless Canadian land ou
tright, DU restoration efforts throughout
the local DU Banquet. If you drought, .Ducks Unlimited, has cooperated with 
Canadian the country. coupled with the
missed last years Banquet Inc. made plans to rescue governments and 
individual activities of Canada and the
just ask someone that at- America's neglected ducks land owners to secure 
free, U.S.A., Ducks Unlimited can
tended how they enjoyed the and geese. An extensive long-term land leases an
d truly be considered a multi-
evening and I know they Will waterfowl research study easements.- - Such a
n national_ conservation.
encourage you to attend this made by the More Game Birds arrangement has enabl
ed D U organization, continental in
Drought Dept
oat et
The May rains may not have
come in time to save the duck
breeding populations from
- --deelineraeeertling to the UK&
Department-of Interior Fish &
Wildlife Service.' The spring's
- fatal-duck breeding pepulation_
wasidown about four percent_
7-fregi-1976. Mallards,- usualLY-
the most numerous specWs,
decreased five percent- fain_
1976 and seven percent fro&
the 1956-76 average.
government and no other
conservation organization has
been able to accomplish.
DU's over 900 nationwide
chapter-committees form a
sturdy platform frill) which to
build its fund-raising ac-
tivities. Each of these com-
mittees helps generate
community participation in
DU banquets and fund-raising
events throughout the year,
and also perform as a public
information and education
continuum on matters con-
cerning conservation. These
hard-working, volunteer




tainly he a night that you will found that 70 percent of all needed habitat without tyin
g Since DU is a non-profit 
Ducks Unlimited expand its
membership to. over 200,000.
lone:_rernimbee,--1- --waterfowl production an the up funds . estate organimitio
rt..it can .do _what
I hope to -.have SOMC Niikeffe-stif•doritinent holdings. Oneof-the156 
million Federet-auelt- stamp-aanaes--- --Recognizing. the need to
teresting Duck Call articles in originated in . Canada. raised throughout it's 
history, don't -cultivate habitat involve youth in waterfowl
the coming weeks. If your Realizing that suitable habitat DU has made $46 
million beyend-the borders of the U.S. . conservation, DU has
held the key to the success or available to Canada for Waterfowl neither adhere to, 
designed a special program fo
failure.--oc-'4be __waterfowl wetland development alene._ geographical beendariok nor _those .16_ years of age- an
d
resource, DU began to restore-- -or about 10-..-eents of every datheyrespondto air [mintiest
 under. It'a FaXid the
and ehabilitate primeval dollar donated- climates encountered elam Gre
enwing Program. For a
wetlands in the vast prairie Much care ErCalso being ,their migration routes. 
ccuitrIbution-of $5 or- more,
provinces of Canada. Funds -directed.toward providing Because of this, and_because  
_breetiwings receive all the
derived from America's  suitable wintering habitat for of DU's abilily to reach 
benefits of a regular member,
sportmen and con- -NOrth kinerica's waterfowl. beyond the borders,S-Niarth 
and have a portion of the DU
servationists enabled DV- te,Ducka...Unlimited de Mexico American waterfowl..a 
magazine dedicated to them.
initiate construction of -itir-JDUMAC), has embarked on a cared for throughOut their -Tho
ugh relatively new, the
habitat programs. Water- Pioneer project to revitalize continental migrations- 
program has already enrolled
control structures, such as 15,000 acres of wintering something the federal 
over 12,000 Greenwings
levees, dikes, sluice gates, 
nationwide.
etc,. were implemented by DU -
(Canada) --stabilize  the
habitat areas from the harm-
ful effects of flooding and The annual tuiretrieved kill to correct a partial hit with a
'drought. . o? ducks and geese can be second or third shot. .
Ducks. Unlimited water considerably reduced if 2) Be _sire- of your am- stamp programs, 
-and
control Object* vary - in size wildfawlers will take - the -Men- ftio-n.- It -does no good to specified wildlife funds. These
from small prairie potholes to following advice to heart: accurately preduct the range funds are being 'used to
- ----wetland- complexes of over • 13- Make- a yeal-,round. .yeiene -using: a load that. .sponsor various wttlandesses.
g00,000 deres,'-and are located • practice of estimating 'won't reach out to do the job. Projeas "thrdighailt tanado,





Get that big buck that
got away last season with.,.
TEX ISBELL'S:
SKUNK SKREEN
Field Tested for 3 years.
Available for the first time this
season - a skunk scent that will
camouflage the hunter's ordor
in the field.
Two easy to handle solutions
Lasts all Seasort
No odor until mixed. .
Ask at your local hunting
or Sporting Goods Store.
- If not available canoe write:
Send '4.95 each, in cheek or money order to:
ten Isbell-Dept, 141
P. O. Drawer CI -








STATE - - • - -
Satisfaction Guaranteed
• 4...
areas in Canada, as dividend DU has been 
workingelsewhere, are rapidly to cultivate with its habitat
reaching rarity, DU's restoration projects. This is
restoration efforts become the' area where the potential
.eVeR..more significant to the for increased productivity Is
livelihood__ of America's-- 111-e-gfeatest-an area where"
Then .when yoblet_ 31 Use a_dog: It's  a proven- and'  have enabled DU---to 
waterfowl resource.. DJ J's Federal regulatory waterfowl .
7fotell be able 6- SW thd AtrieVers reduce-111 -thotirwild ucer.esa -thi-r•IleCide manageroenP-
 Practices -3re
result, qu has completed over boUtr. judge when a bird. is lostes by more 40 per- of atm of prime waterfowl
1300 -projeas ea- within tringei and - dent. -- - ' el 15
 states
State /internments have
also joined in DU's continental
approach to waterfowl con-
servation by making dollars





green-winged teal up_  6. per- $.__
other species showed these "--
percentage changes since last
year:. ...- _____ , _
dent, .blue-winged teal clop i_____.ie
widgeon down 1 percent,
Gadwall up _5. . percent, 
,hareeve:tildtstakaatiuted substantial .
revenue to support various
donor projects.
fund- raising activities
state contributions and other
throughout tlie-_-11S-_,P1.1,bas
In Conjunction with these
Populations estimates for  . . '
;percent, =them shoveler,. "•' -_____ - -year- -program to- double or
five-
down'1-1-f-aercent pintail down .- -triple- Its current Canadian
18 percent redhead ,.down Z7 ../,..._ --  _ - _ -4,--nraVand-atreage...In order to.
Wercent canvaaback up_ 2 • scampi* such an ambitious
percent scaisp-:.4"-7--reeent- Sitting -down - at the old world if they didn't admit
A 60 crappie limit was brought in by Sam Rogers last
Wednesday. Sam also caught 1 bass during his trip on
Barkley Lake.






24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray. Ky.
.Pays 753-1404
Nights 753-2486.
"We Appreciate Your Business
IlliI11111111111111111111111111111111 lllllllll 11111 llllll 1111111111,11111111111111111111111111111 lllllllll
ll Illr
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment







typewriter With- the sinners. - Ducks Unhinged-to raise 85
going in one direttion andthe -7 Back to fourtvheilirTg I had a
fingers straining in another, good chuckle lail week With a
Now one _tiptoes thru the
house with the finesse of la_
motiyated moose. First to the
kitchen to seek out the squirt
the results are apt to be fellow who observed how 'silly= bottle of Joy • (no_ dishpa
n
someWhat startling. Read con.- -it - seemed that. thatianda-rigbirlandsome 
cif those
if you-wish-to---take- your whe lers should spend, so offbreed scratchy pads 
that
chances. In my case with the much time cleaning up those I ought to say Brill° but don't
brain being the smaller of the .,.MSchjnes and get so great ji Pe_qatige they ...sold for 
three
two objects it probably goes delight in going and getting dents less. Next- to no-less-Th
an
faster. Serving on the jury them dirty agein so they'could three closets in -search 
of -the
panel of Judge. Lassiter's clean them up once more. frequently -changing place of
court these past few weeks has Makes one wonder if all the me recently repaire
d dirt
found me around the cour- marbles are still there doesn't sucker upper„._known t
o those
thouae at frequent times-and it? Laughing about it is quite in high circles as the 
vacuum
l'-btt.mping Into seVeral reader! - easy-for'offenthnes I have machine. Recently 
repaired retirement ten years hose. thorPoliblY and COM- stolen -since  it is 
no longer 
of this . wondered the same thing shortly after the la
st four previously, not to mention the pletely wetting: -down _the secured.-Fie. Her awe at the
Ana those occasions _have .„-utyseit-woesany 45 the_Lwibeet_drive_ _itanup= fact it ohyiniody. j_v_edA your ffeeorripa tom wheel drive._ glistening shiny
 appearance Of 
been somewhat revealing and time I have done that very tiptoeing With the dirt7 fav
orite lawn chair to the vehicle. Not to mention -the the four-ivbeelve-Morover---
pleasurable. Serving on a thing. suck eruppei, the 
squirt-hOttle, - stoutest oak in the yard. As if garage roof, the tool chest, the come her.
Jury, at least for me, will There is an -art to it to be and the 
scratchy pads, one „someone might steal it. The partially full bag or ready Answer: hone of the ab
ove.
never be a pleasure. Yet as s quite frank. ------ proceeds onward to the
 utility, car wash bucket is found in the mix cement, three cakboard Fortunately you are not 
to
i• CPfl  First of 
sli.one.bas.te.g-et the Add the green,  eardhnark_ track_corternflhe tree holm, --boxesneintynounced by the blame. How could one 
be
tender forthis land, its system -wife and wild Indians -(should Make believe can of Powder 
containing- two watermelon words keep dry and mostly rightfully expecJetrii5-1mon-
say children) reoccupied that can turn a Black Angus rinds one slightly dead 
bird, a - one's self. • • that theinewly ft:erred dirt
Minutes away from The
_ultimate completion of the
four wheel drive bath you
become confronted with the
woman who lives at this
house. ••
You conclude that the movie
has ceased. From the tears
streaming rapidly down the
beautiful Meat - you draw
further' conclusions. One;
maybe the movie was better
than usual with a sad ending.
very sell deternIblethe status" lineffeclIve. Siiriply -stated,
of waterfowl POP1114titena for suitable habitat 41. the kei to
decides to come. an abundant waterfowl
The importance of suitable resource. Since Canada holds
waterfowl habitat can be seen the last great land reserves
in the following: capable of sustaining this
Out of 10,000 mallard eggs renewable resource, and is the
surveyed in May of one year, biathpiace of the vast majority
-only 2,400 survived for thethIi continent's ducks and
migration in September.. This geese, it elope can provide the
represents a loss of 7,6QQ additional millions of acres of
potential mallards- Habita, habitat essential to stabilize.
destruction (i.e. agricultural-- :Norte America's waterfowl.
practices, draining and fining For further, information 
of wetlands, etc.) accounts for writs:
the largest percentage of this DUCKS UNLIMITED, 'INC, •
' egg diatiffeffiiii. Tht- "Idadoisalt Bëädel inTete-tiff, P.O.
ference. between 10,000 eggs Box 6 6 3 0 0 ,
-and-the 2,400 survivors is the Chicago, Illinois 60666. .. •.
• eke • •
of democracy, and the prin-
ciples of justice upon which it
largely presevers I find no
way for myself to step aside
from this duty according to
•thirte--- who would claim
citizenship. Even the fact that
at times I don't always seem
to find myself as being quite
up to par with what a good
citizen ought to be doesn't
really help much. Churches
would be just about the most
lonesome place in the whole
man one epod----s-0-11 il5 horde Of water fhinl"d end of The- Two: Sle feels 
-ever--
"goodies" and sets about garden hue you wiab to use whelmingly guilty because
liVaTing-the 'ear-wash -bucket- has -rnysteriousir-vaitished-.- she watched the movie-01611w-- -
and the garden 'hose. The Along with the four before it. you worked diligently and
garden hose is found You resort tq emergency hard. Three: maybe the 
thoughtfullytied in six knots procedures automatically - children ate the box of
that would, do credit • t,p a placing the highly skilled right crayons. Four; she has great
sailing seaman who forsook -thumb over the' end of the fears of the lawn chair being
with something important on cow into a- large=snessnalL-atickY_enneolate
_kultsti_ance
Saturday night.- Like them -then the jumbo size clear see thatmight be the rem
ains of a
seeing how quick a giant box thru bottle of Windex with the candy bar, a salad lik
e
of those coloring Crayons will foolproof p umping assortment of various le
aves,
wear out being -ubbed across mechanism that won't work weeds, and other unidentifie
d
a great expanse of sheet rock upside .down, and also the ingredients. And the 
liquid
with those curly Q what- plain jugs. Nearly broke my • residues of four cans of die
t
chamacallits. And her back once sitting down in the drinks so thrilling to th
e taste
wrapped up in a genuine Red Runt after applying a that two fine young demon
s
Saturday night one of a _kind 'clitartancl a-half of starch to With - cast' Iron 
stomaches
absolute honest to goodness the vinyl seats. surrendered. •
real thing love story mmes. Proceeding outside with the - The treasured att
achment
That's the easiest part. amazing dexterity of spider that regulates the f
low -of
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
631:1-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.









Located W. Railfze,Avenue_._ 753-19.33
Storey's
FoodOlaut
Open 7 Days AIIIVeek
— 8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy 'Mt Phone 753-832i-
--
sucker upper would develop
this sudden lid instariW -0-
•rfavirig for a crescent -
wrench?
Maybe.. those missing
marbles_ we started off W•
thinking Ai:Ware re-aiding in
there somewhere with that
wrench.







We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
-Seiko watches
114 S. 5th :Marro", Ky. 751-164e,
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting goods Dept.









to install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and building owner can uie it, and con save-them
up to 50°o of their heating bills. We ore the only
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
Job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We are interested only in
selling this foam insulation that manufacture. Con
be applied all year round. Write:
Imperial Coatings
& Chemicals
4041 Ridge Ave. ,
--5•4' Phila., Pa. 19129






3 Card 01 Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Mrs.
Paul (Cora) Poyner
wishes to thank the
many friends and neigh-
bors for their kindness
shown during the illness
and death of our loved
one. Thanks for the
flowers, cards, food and
your prayer. A special
thanks to Dr. Hugh
Houston, staff and
nurses of West View









WHAT WE do best is
care Nat:Dirk, 7534333:-
--lAre love to. install and
deliver the wood bur-







'combine 50 acres of soy
,bans. Located 3% miles
east of Hazel on state
line road Puryear 247-
5235 before 12 noon.
• AREA _ •
MANAGER
Nttional insurance
Co. has an opening
'for an Area Manager
in Qwensboro and
surrounding r oun-
ties. Complete line of
A&H and Life In-
surance. Commission -
-up to 75% plus air10% -
overwrite on all new .
business produced in
your area. Drawing' -
Account available for
you and your agents.
RetireInent . benefits




 :_liackgrnund need ..m.eav_Fetir
ply. Musj, be a self *
_starter and have the Tractor 
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8519.
-
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9144 or 753-
'551:
WANTED
- Part time, night
- -help. Must be 18 or-
older. Must be ablelo
work on weekendS:
Apply in person only!
•










Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau of
Highways, at its office,
Frankfort, Kentucky un-
til 10:00 A.M. Eastern
*4--)•Ukht Time oh the 20th
day of October, 1977, at
4tilich time bids will be
publicly opened awl read
for the improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
BRF 121-1 (5), SP 18-123:
The Mayfield-Murray
(KY 121) Road. Bridge
and Approaches at West
rxirlt.of Clarks•River,..ap- _
proximately 3.0 miles
dist of the Graves County
14ne, a distance of 0.206
_r011e. Grade, Drain and
The iluieau Cif High-
- -"Pays hereby notifies ail.
bidders that it will af-
limratively insure that
the 'contract entered into
_ toursuant to-'this ad-_
vertisement, minority '
U- lousiness enterprises will
he afforded full op-
portunity to submit bids
fn response to this in-
Vitation, and will not be
discriminated against on
the ground of race, color
Or national origin in con-'
ideration for an award.
Bid proposals for all







'Proposals for all projt-cts
will be available at a cost,'
















submitted by 12 noon








Market- - located 3
Mlles sliest of Dover, TN
at the Big Indian, now
has thOtthapds of items -
This area's "Bargain
--Cen(er."
A full line of store pipe






JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
An the name of the
Father, and of the Sons,
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to ob-
serve all things. what
soever I have com-
manded you: -And, to I
am with you alwitys,
- even ante the end-of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you here no
prom* of eternaLlife.
'MON REFUNDAI3LE7 -` -For atSistante_call 753-
BW ARE 0984. 
.-






-.--all proyei•tx - •
available ttralridterested
parties at a cost of Preach 
.!NON REFUNDABLE).
-Specimen Proos-ali-ean:-.-
not be used for bidding._ - _ 
NANCY
„BEETLE BAILEY  
I DREW YOU
MY PARTNER










has opening for full
time sales person.- -
Salary opep,. many
fringe benefitS. Ap-





'for profit. Call 527-8927.
$200 WEEKLY
POSSIBLE stuffing





WANT TO BUI lots 75 ft
to 10G-ft. frontage. About
same depth. In city or
county. Must- 'have
sewer and water. Reply
size of lot and price to
Box 32C, -Murray.



















SOMEONE TO bahysit m
my home. Referentes, 3
418y week. Cali 753-4562.
ATTENTION GIRLS
 aLgJ $0
" "betvieen :now and
Christmas. Willing to
work. Write' Kirkley",-
Ky. P. 0. Box 44, Give




and used cat salesmen.
Call 753-7114.
•
FOR AV A T. KINS
Products. - Cuntact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
HOUSEKEEPER- needed
2 days' a week. Local
references required.
Call 753-6156.





ALIVE ,„ IF '
POSSIBLE.
I HOPE YOU DON'T MIND
IF I EAT WHILE I SNIP
_
EVEN "n-la-







SALE ELECTRIC heater. -





$9.99. 32" x 42", $12.99
each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris --




SAAR; A L.K.M_I_N U
-Udder-V-717.88:6-114:88,
16' $18.88, 2Q' $24.88, 24'
$32-.88. Watho Hard-
ware, Paris.
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8
piece- sets, choice of
colors. $39.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
S'ALE LAWN • MOWER























with plow and disc.
Excellent condition.
3000.00. CaO 753-N80.














Asoad Costly Homo Repasts
• Kelly's Termite
- Pest Control
••••41 mod opente4 over III
yowl. do rot oige soy cosiose soil isilt
is I osssioA
100 SOuCh 13ttl St.
• Phone 753-3914






1967 FORD 1 ton, John




and D -edger trinurier, B
and D hedger, 250, ft.






Bearcat 101. - Elec-
trically programmed.
Like new. Also 1074
Honda CR 125. Call 753-
4443.
U. mobile Home Sales
, THREE BEDROOM





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.







SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack




SALE BATH TUB faucets
old style, 0.95. 1Vtodern
8" center, $12.99.
Washerless type $27.95: -
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom,' 2- baths,














281, Murray, Ky. Call
• -502-388-9430-after 4:90 p.
-SALE ow WATT .4 stack
• MatthewS Veciric heat
$34.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM
_MOBILE home. Call 753-
9009 or 753-0755.
MOBILE HOMES, and
.mobile home spaces for .
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
UTY SHOPS dryers,
2 wash stations, desk,
etc. Call 753-07574,-
31 Want To Rent
ELDERLY LADY wants
to rent small apartment
on first floor. Any
location. Call 753-0102.
TO SHARE
bedroom apartment.. • •




apartment - with 5
spacious rooms, car-
peting, and gas heat.
Low utility bills. 150.00
per month. 100.00
deposit required, _p_hone
753-5447 after 5 p. m.
weekdays or anytime on
weekends.
SMALL - FURNISHED
apartment for rent. Can




dryer, new. Size 161
ladies dresses and coats.
- --Cair759-4931-,
•
SALE CHAIN saw chains
it" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
20" bar. $10. 96, 24" bar
-.412.96. We -also-.-have.
- - •  .
THREE CAMEL back -
and-3 flat__toix__tninks-
bargain irt."SiTta and
bars to fit most. chain
-saws-Wallin-Hardware,-
Cedar chest, old wood Paris. .
cook stove, quilts, school
desk, chairs, portable
TY, tricycle. Call 437-
4164.
OAK FIREWOOD for





suit, solid wood. Electric
-guitar and --erhAr-
Electric' welder; 50 amp
and miscellaneous
items. Call 753-8127. _
11=1:1211
ELECTROLUX SALES













needle rug's, .ar types
endnoidely Tuning and
croOes cotton.
Hours are Mon. Wear
10-oo-6:00 Tues..
nom A 5., 10700-900-.
19. Farm Equipment
1950 Att.'s ClIALNER








made any size for an-
tique-hed:For-caniforic
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









PORTABLE GE 17" color








after 5 p. m. 753-8976.
dittor&$7.finn. C chestnut St all 1-898- 
kir.'" I/
We will give you sig:
1100 or up to 1150 for
you old T.V.
Choose Magnavox color
1.11. and we will -give you
this for your old T.V.
Low monthly payments
with old T.V. as down
payment Come in and see
why we sell the mos;






month. Shown by ap-
pointment, 753-3159 or
_ 75.3-5094. _ -
DUPLEX Tor -rent; 2
bedroom, carpeted,
-dishwasher,
gerator and stove, pod
location. $160 per
month. Call 753-7309 or
33. Ruurus For
SLEEPING ROOMS with




36 For Rent Or lease
HORSE __STABLE for'
rent, pasture ,land also
available. Call - Mike
Brannack 753-8850






black Angus bull. Call
753-9390.
ONE HOLSTEIN milk




Sheep dog puppies. Call
492-8441 after 4 p. m.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
• p0ipies. AKC registered





38. Pets - Supplies
AKC REGISTERED
miniature Dachshund,
three, 7 weeks old.
Females. 85:00 *itch.







Saturday, October II. 7 a.
m. Uncle Willies
Trading Post. Highway










1505 Dan -off lauth
16th Street. Yfomens
clothes, shoos, Pictures,
chairs, coffee table, kicl,„
tables, CB antenna, all
good, priced cheap.
YARD SALE, Saturday
only. 703 ,N. 18th 8-6.
TWO PARTY Garage
Sale. October 8.8 a. m.
to 3 p. m. in Lynnwood
Estates, 121 South.
BARGAINS GALORE.
Fashion jewelry and lots
bf other goodies. Prices
slashed. Parking lot -
Holiday Restaurant,
'Aurora, Ky. October 8
and 9_
Hate to threw those
odds and ends away
but don't have
enough for a Yard
Sale? Donate them
to the Church of
Jesus Christ of Lot-
for-day Saints for
-their Yogrd Sale. 'Td
botisold-LSaturday




JUST LISTED - Income
property - Pt story
frame home located
•ado-University. -
apartments. . . one
currently leased. . .
Move in and let the .















small businels Such as
antique • shop,
professional offices, or
retail outlet. Located at
corner of North Stir and
Chestnut-Streets. Shown
by appointment only, so
phone us today Alt
K OPPERUD REALTTf:.•
753-1222. We would love









duplex with each unit
having 2 bedrooms
" located only :4 miles -
trout Murray. This
_ - - property- offers aS004.
- return on' Investment
and *owner would con-
, sider financing. Priced -






JUST. LISTED - Older
frame- home., located ors
1% acres in the heart of
Murray. 3 Large
bedrooms, hardwood
floors, electric heat. . .
Priced in the teens.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1491- .
_GUY SPANN REALTY -
We go to extra lengths to
serve you. Your interest










- and lots of charm
located near Kentucky
Lake. This new listing 1.1
an unusual opportunity t
foc.the home buyer who
**its something dif- •
ferent. Phi:zed in mid'''.
teens. Phone KOP-







and flowers set this
apart-for the gardener. - •
35,000.00. Wilson Ins. & •
Rest Pinto, 753.3263
anytime.
REAL ESTATE  HELP
It
We are in need of Licensed Real Estate
Brokers and Salespeople, including man and
Wife team, iri any town or village in Ky. or Tenn. ,
up to 100 miles from Paris Landing. We will help
you get started. Come, call or write our home of-
fice J. H. Austin, Southland Real Estate, box 233,
ClarksvNle, Tenn. 37040. Office in stone building




Selling and working w%lants and some
secretarial duties. Call after 4:00 P.M.
1534Ni.
DOBERMAN PUPS, AKC -






































43 Real Estate 43 Real Estate
ENJOY PRIVACY - 5 DESIRABLE 34 ACRE
mi. NW of Murray, 3 tract, located 5 miles 
bedrocen-framehomenr- South of tinirfay on !lest
top condition, has own
well, wall-to-wall car-
pets. Bonus, 2 + acres.
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
SSA ROOM HOME on 2
acres. Very levely and
-fertile -land, good for
pasture and gardening.
Plenty outbuildings.
Onle 8 miles from
beautiful Ky. Lake and
Paris Landing, 5 miles
to Lake Barkley. $17,500
furnished. Only vi down,




LAKE PR-0 ERTY 2
- - 
bedroom home in Pine
A Bluff Shores, Home is
-- situated on waterfront
lot With lovely
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $17,903! Don't
delay phone us tOday
In this fine property -
.tOPPERUD REALTY,
153-1222. We provide the,






















dow glass. aod glass












A beautiful one acre lot with_large shade trees 
plus a two bedroom brick veneer home located
on Ky. *3 about one mile south of Lynn Grove
can be yours now. Property includes a garage
and small Workshop. Priced at only 14,500.00.






Live at 905 Doran Road. This is the address of a
fine home located on a large corner lot. 'Iltis'
three bedroom, two bath, formal dining room,
home has gas heat. It has been completely
redecorated. Call Linda Drake at 753-0492 for an
appointment to see this.




Pam Rodgers 753-7116 • . Brice Raiterree 753-5921
Linda Drake 953-0492 • Bob Rodgers 753-7116-
Tim Graves 4364221 , Roy F-olsom 7534E57












PROPERTY -- 407 So.
10th. 2 bedroom frame.
Rents for 125.00 month.
Price 11,700.00. Don't let
-this one get away.
Wilson Ins. & Real
-Estate 753-3268 anytime.
APPRAISED VALUE -
Even an appraiser said
it's One of the best -buys
- -on the-market - but
decide for yourself. 4-
year Tottl_ a brick, 3
_...-bedrooms, family kit-
chen, central gas heat,
air conditioning, big lot
located only minutes
from- - -town. Talking
27,900.00 (softly). Call or
come by 405 N. 12th
BOYD MAJORS REAL
. ESTATE, 753-8080.
BY liRfkER, 40 acres, 
GRACIOUS LIVING -' 
ikibby , Choice This h
ome has 3
property. Ca 11.





BIG KY. LAKE lot with
good trailer. Very.close





„south of city. Large tree-
-411ade4...,Yard. Owner
traniferred, needs offer.
Wilson his.. & Real
Estate 753-3263 any
time.
- -BY OWNER gooskland,
20 acres or more.
Beautiful home sites








5 Acres, 11,-2 miles-
from -.town. - Deep-






Farm, 75-acres more or
less. Less than a TIRE SALE: Truck load, •
, with. Olive
rrrrIAC Grandn u
thousand dollars per 4 ply polyester white 
jr .
black
 acre. On Highway 464. ' wall premium grade. 12- . ,
aily Smith, Admin., 753- - 32 tread depth-, '17 rib 
Ostinor Slot wheels
Pardom & 'Ammon _




46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
frame home, 318 N. 7th.
Call 753-0170 before 5 p.
m.
FOR SALE _BY OWNER
-4 bedroom brick home
on 1 and one-third acre
wooded lot, spacious
closets, -large living
room with gas fireplace,




washer, 2 car garage,
and large patio. Price
lowered for quick sale. "AT 5ARNEY - HV5 FENOVS
1307 Doran Rd. Call 753- joalHAT/5 MORE THA
N 1 
CAN
 sAy -now. Cat Doug y
1338 or 759-1165. 
FOR THIS COMPOTE R " 
at 753-2310_ for free_
LICENSED ELEC-'
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will. 4o
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning_ Call 753-
7203.
•
51 Services Offered 51 Services ()Hetet
GENERAL BACKHOE DRIVEWAY AND
workrigravel hauling PARKING area white
and -thp so117--0111-16E-----TWItetfand graded. Rip
Beard, 436-2306. Raff delivered and
placed. Free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
FOR YOUR septic tank*
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lark. -Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-.5348. _
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior.. Also dry wall





ficient service.' _NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
White,-;751-0805. _
DO YOU NEED Ittninst- -
removed from your yard
_nr..land _cleared Of
- stumps? We carrremove-
stumps- up -to---24"
beneath ground. Leaves
-only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate.






giraraMged. ' Call or:
write Morgap
struction Co., 'Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky,
42001. Phone day or
night 443-7021k- - .
54 free Column
FREE: Six week old male
kitten. Very sweet ana
playful. Will make an 
_ ideal pet. Ca 753-4786.
PREEi Baintiful black





house, 20 acres, 24 x 34 CHEVROLET
zgrolitiOtt
shop building. Call 436-
- 2693 tlfter-5 p. ur. •
BY-OWNER brick home
and 3 bedroom rental
trailer on 2 acre lot.
House has four
bedrooms, living room,







Located in Lynn Grove.
49 Useci Cars & Trucks
-1970 DATSUN station_....
wagon, low mileage, air
conditioner, also 197-1 -
Kawasaki 100 trail bike,
cheap. Call 753-5142 or
753-3050 after 5 p. m.
49 used Cats .1 Trucks






radio and heater. 69,000
miles. -Call 753-0623.
Call 435-4526. 
nit filtiND PRIX red
SMALL-FOUR halt 1MWIT
'souse, 44 miles out 121 roof.143Tcit ear* 13E-1.1
South. Idnalfor 2 people. ' -new*
Phone 753-7948 753-3672.
48. Automobve Sennce











factory tape, new paint
job, very good condition.
1200.00. Call 753-0771.
-Silverado tent*  _can _GENERAL HOME -
753-0952. reintideling, framing: _
aluminum siding _ and
1967 cHEv-y IMPALA SS ' gutters. Call 1-354-8951




Glacier blue, blue in-
terior, AM-FM stereo, 8









7534129. TREES TRIMMED and -
-- cut. Call 753-4707. a1977 GREMLIN X ex-
- -collont condition,Afk_
FM radar.- Good -Ass
'mileage. $2800. Call 753-




„Starcraft dealer f both




trade -Witt vsod Oath
- - 753-
-11697.
--AM-FM radio and tape
- 5889. guaranteed- against
• Po- - -defective.' material,
REALTORS air. 69,000 actual milworkmanship and road Good condition, 1





Now you can have a bathroom that is










Joe Bailey Linda Dill's
"FLEA MARKET"




3 Miles west of Dover, TN at the RIC in
airnrt -No . 79.
hazard. A7fix13" $16.06 - coloss.3943.
$1.74 RI:L.- _mar - -





H78:15" $24.23i- $2.83 
PUR LNG- your new
$3-.13--- , car
E7fix14" + $2.30 FT; economy car,
F78:14" $21.15 + auto, pick
FET; G78x14 or 15" passenger









ComPany Inc. Air con-








bulldozing n Calleeds  '
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.




patio awnings and roofs
sealed; white or silver. -
Call Jack- Glover, 758-
1873 after 5 or vieekendl.
ACE HI black top paving
and seal coating. Free
estimates. Call 436-2573.
CARPET LAYED - INSULATION SAVES
work guaranteed. Will $W. Attics and ..--iitalls
measure. Dan 4364124 blown. Free estimates.
Goo& 4c-4X1-2di72. -- - 
CARPE T- TEEELIEMINEED and
ST ALL:STAN _and ----tilt. Can 7534707.
la and ELECTRIC WIRING











of 11011Se FREE, Install
all types of carpet and











W I I. I HALT! 
save you Miley.
DRIVEWAY-gravel or
details* Call 431- „_/ wr 
decorative rock or stock
4205 or 354-8712, or ite _
19711 DODGE Challenger, , 
.‘ 
to Box iv Hardin:Ky. pile lime. Call 753-6763
$1000. Call 753-0464. /  Roger Hudson, 753-4545.. ,
1971' -- • FORD VAN- ajeT0witAapET-61rei.
1971 TOLIN_O GT. Power




Cell 753- will clean the hallway
--,r-6546 after 3-p. en. free, limit 4x10. A-10' as  
1975 TRIUMPJI Spitfire 10:_room would only be
racing gr en, mint ' 1968 CHEVROLET p.00. Call 753-1335 or
-couditivwlow mileage. .-WAGON.for-sale. Good -753-0359.
Call 753-9906. mechanical condition. ELECTRICAL WIRING ,
250-1110- Call 753-3297. home or-industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-58%.
aro re .
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1977 MERCURY
COUGAR. Red with red
top and white interior. •
Air. Like new condition.
Call 436-2215.-




. AM-FM tape deck and
tilt wheel, 54,000 actual
-miles. $1500.00. Call 354-
6217,-- _,
1964 FAIRLANE,
$250. tall 753-3922-after 4
p.m.
1972 VEGA, power; air,
automatic, also laying
".„.: Mite. can Var.
1974 LINCOLN MARK IV.
Call 7534445.
--11111-e'K F.LECtEtAS 1971





new rebuilt motor. Call
753-7948.
1971 510 DATSUN sedan
Call 753-7262.
1 9 7 8 C1J T A.S S
SUPREME. Many
,KitLftwi. -Approximately?,
17,500 miles. Only in-




ton truck, with 12'
aluminum bed. Call 474- GUTTERING BY Sears,
2230. Sears continuous gutters
Installed per your
1973 C HE VROL ET-7-specifieatieft-sr:- Call
• piekv_ Cheyene Super Dourraylor at 753-2310
-11/.7L-Ong whel- base, '-fo-t-trie---es-tiniates.
Power steering- and - 
Rams, air and tilt INSULATION BLOWN in
wheel. Red with by Sears save on these
interior. Radial tires:- high heat and cooling
Transmission needs bills. Call Doug Taylor
work. Call 354-6206 after at 753-2310 for free
4 p. m. estimates - 
'.,7;7174,1411
looking for an estabftshed lawn, beautiful iFiato and
quiet location? We have the home for 'you. This 3--
bedroom beauty-Coates with living room, Litcben-den,
bath utikty met:2,0.3ft tike slew an Thru ..PriCed in the
For more.infomiation call irenda at -11-86611 or





Innestreasy. 3 bedroom wallas& Hardwood Nears
••-41parilds- esrpolf.d. %kw" fresh...
dears gad window'. Omar ilwahle ST. Owl, $2301.11.
INSTINCTIVE STYLING
Iwo IOW Wow on 121 Se. 3 hodritow 2 Was.
Illosplaca, maks' boat wed air. Doable prow mid sot-
* di stereos. AN boit.ia hitch... Fermi &in mat.
Ile Is trill carpet. Price reerceil.
- covervin amulet
eletwello• 3 Wises his. features lugs fireplace
eitmos-si cab4asts4s4as5,-it
-2214011;-.11141 air ailtiltecWse
• 'ailielisosetsiiis essderiehis losms. Priced nt $37,500
ran LANE LOT "
'ibuseffselies 3-bsoirssik 2 bash how isolise
sWiffillt The lithe -'--1 W.
.2W if liiiirsieTait -try. !thee soled sissIric host sod sir sod sista aim -
- sod uhdiesToisseeor . 
shissitiefse.- -
SPACIOUS
tiye is orsts.tending iptality hotel, with 3 hadnitims,
stody, playroom 2/2 baths, fvfl Miity room, Ruing
room, dining room, family room, kitchen and two car
wags. .11te family room it 20 I 16 with a aracioes
fireplece. There is central hoot and sir, disposal, built-in
range and cook top, dishwasher, end compactor WI for
an appointment to move yeti into this cleeerfol home.
..- -
This lowly Imp se 1 in mils festeres s very spodoes
i5 r 2 hedroani:bill:fonnol dining room,
hies rem, wfdt fireplace, sea perch, end 1 bedroom
sin ha slistiser firepioce. Lew* ski tress stand so the
Mai Ai* lot. Two 'pastors apertasents provide
$2111.181101.0.
TWO BEDROOM HOW
This frame home on S. lOtli St. is peefect ler year own
110411* or rental property. Hardwood floors, wasktor mad
dryer hook-tips as well as storm doors end windows. The
outside storage building is en ridded for/tyre for this line
home. Priced et 12,750.00
•
PAYMENT MAIUR1
This home, only I', kii wist of 61SU, has 2 apart-
ments to AO.. mole Ow payments. The hon.. feefdres
bedrooms, central boat end a, and lots of storage
ores. The backyard is fenced with a gooier, ores Owner
leeving end wows to sell soon, as toll end tel us show
you thii (polity Witt home S49,500.00
We vrouid be very happy to help yen find the home the meets
yew needs L requirements. If yes hive any 'positions coo
renting low closing cat, totes, ilowsippyiesonts, monthly
payments of seeress of worm* money cairn.
Ow goal is fir preemie coortirms...cfammtent service whet!




Incur:ince and Awl Estate Agency, ier ' !-
Atirlty Telfferd -.4‘W`"1.4114vt‘ioirtvireil eeinliti;,
Dorton, !kitten IWO Most 73J-3143 MOTs*
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Pitt un ay
- Marvin Jones of Hazel
Route One, State Line Road,
died Friday morning at his
littn-ie. He was 76 years of age.
His death was due to a self
inflicted gun shot wound,
-according to Dr. Sledd,
medical examiner for Henry
County, Tn. _ His bRdY. was
discovered in the back yard of
his home, officials said.
Mr. Jones was a retired
_farmer and a membez_ef_the
North Fork Baptist Church.
Born July 8, 1901, he was the
sOn of the late Robert+Jones
and Nancy Moore Jones..
He-is survived by his wife,-
Mrs.' Dimple Orr Jones, Hazel
Route One; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Green, Murray; Three
irothers. Luther and Less
Gary Hainsworth To Go
A farewell testimonial will ajid Maple in Murray.
be held Sunday, October 9, for HainSworth will enter the
Gary Hainsworth who has La ua e Training !Mon
mission in Peru for the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. r Miirmorisl. The ser-
, •
1.0CAt 'HAM' HONORED — William (Rill) Call,--right-presideat of the-Murray State
University Amateur Radio Club; was presented with an engraved plaque from his
fellow 'hams' by John Blair left, vice-president of the MSU Amateur Radio Club. The
plaque was presented to Call in appreciatign for his devotion and untiring efforts
towards promoting amateur radio in the local community. Call, WA4ZSj, is also the
KentuCEY rhrectOr of-the Arlin, Military Affiliate Radki-System (MARS). He Val -be in-
structing one of the Amateur- Radio Classes offered by the Continuing Education
Department of the universits starting October 10. Call recently obtained his Master's
degree from Murray State where he is.emplOnd as an electronic technician with the
Jones, Murtay,- and -.41ibrey vices will start at 4:30 13•111. MISS= Stan, their oldest son. ,College Of !nxironmental 
Sciences. —
Jones, Hazel RouteOne. and will be held " at the. .is presently serving in Mexico
-The ,funeral will be held Woodmen of the World Hall city. Mex
ico _as adistri Memorial Baptist
located at the eprners of 3rd tirace- Baptists To, VFW Service • •Sunday et two p_ m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with burial
to follow in the church
cemetery: In -charge- of the
arrangements is the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel, where
Gary Bainswerth
In OvO, on
October 27 for two months of
intensive language training -
after which tie will leave for
Lima; Peru to serve in the
Lima feru North Mission of
the Church.
The young man, is a •
graduate of Murray High
School and has recently ...at-
tended 'Brigham Young
University in Utah on a Dean's
scholarship where he majored
in physics. Young oen and
-women are galled  by. the
Church to serve, at their own
expense, for two years; and
there are now over 25,000
missionaries serving in 156
missions throughout,. the
world, a spokesman said.
Gary will be the second son
of Dr. and Mrs. Jerome C.
Hainsworth to serve•a foreign_ _ _ . _
Church To Hear
Rev: White Speak
The Rev. Jerrell White will
speak ,pri "The Kind- of Faith
That Saves': with scripture
from James 2:14-26 at the,
10:50 a. m. worship services
on Sunday, October 9, at the
Memorial Baptist Church. His
seven p. m. topic -will be
-Heavenly Wisdom For
-Earthly Living" With
scripture from James 3:13-18.
-The Adult Choir, chrected by
'111e Re-V-.-Ron Frampton-With
Scitibrough- who died- August - th ne church organist ' -"Are They Really Leit?''' H -ITIce: Sunday &tool will be at' Methodist h Margaret Wilkinsis-organist--
friends may call-after two p.
m. today (Saturday).
Mrs. Scarbrough
Dies On Friday .
Mrs. Eulus Lamb Scar-
brough died Friday at the
Western state Hospital,
Hopkinstille. She_was 73:years




The Rev. Buz Rabatin will
Thspeak on,"e Nature
of Faith" at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
October 9, at the First
Presbyterian Church, Brenda
Hough will read the New
Testament scripture, and a
Children's sermon. will be
presented.
• Kathy Mowery. will direct_
the !Moir with Lisa-Slater as
University Church
To Hear Minister
- The University Church of
Christ will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
October % at.,10:30 a. tn. and
six p. m. with the speaker
being Bro. Kenneth Hoover. -
THU morning suliject will be
- -
Hear Rev. Burpoe Officer'. Coming
The Grace Baptist Church 
will have regular -worship
services at 10:45 aln.and 6:30
p.m. on Sunday, October 9,
with the pastor, the Bev. R. J.
Burpoe, as the speaker.
"How Great Thou Art" will
be the selection by the church
choir with Lee King as music
director, Dwane Jones as
organist, and Anita Underhill
as organist at the morning
service.
The Youth Choir will meet
at six pip. for prac_t_ice and
will sing in the-evening ser-
To Murray
.. A state service office with
the Veterans-of Foreign Wars
will be in Murray Saturday,
Oct. 15, in the circuit
coatroom of the county
courthouse from 9 a. m. to 3 p.
tn.
- Purpose of the.- visit is to.
assist veterans and their
dependents, in Mini for •
. %benefits. "
22, 1976. • • - •- clairdi-seta§i will be at e.,30 with sderiptUre from H Peter 9:45 ' a.m. with -Steve -
'Survivors include tiro Sons, - a.m. . - - 2:1-H) to be read by Barry Smothernian al Titilierin- r'i ' ;in. i_ .
Brent Scarbrough of Murray Events during the week will Grogan. "The Spiritual tendent and Josephine • 
Dl ,vvorsmp4 -
Route Five and Ralph Scar-, inelude arts and crafts Significance of Baptism" will Manning as secretary. . -God's Feast of Life" will
- brough of Nashville, Tn.; one workshop at 9:30 a.m. and 7:30 be the evening topic with Nursery workers will be be -the subject of the sermon
sister, Mrs. Fannie Ray of p.m., adult choir rehearsal at Randy Stegar to -read the Rebbie Hale, Sylvia Rickman, _ by the Rev. Robert Farless at
Hazel; four grandchildren. 6:30 p.m., and Senior High scripture from Acts 19 : 1-7. Hazel Ray, Frances -Wyatt, the 8:45 and 10:50 'a.m. wor-
The Max Churchill Funeral Fellowship at 7:30 P.m., all on grnie Bailey will direct the and Catherine Smotherman. ship services on Sunday,
, Home is . in charge of the Wednesday; and Church song-service with prayers by On Wednesday the teachers • October 9, at the First United ,....
_ arrangements. - . . gession meeting at seem-p.m.. Larry Erwin add Prentice and officers win meet at weep . - _mettiodifit_:•-oiiireit. His _ text . , Looinas011 as iiirector,„*.41
Friends may call at the on Thursday: -MeMbers note Dunn. —p.m. followed by prayer Will be from Matthew 22:1-14. Church Training-will be-at six-
P.
--M -• -- -.ittal--_-banw_Vret76 ci_ in. t _date.he' ___ehange_at .,-Ear7,- We - . Bible _Ist udy . Will. be _belt at. Ifer.Y_Lcss•Jand. 'youth study -..- -_,i_Chnic ti  W--t0T-M1 10-SM - .1d 
- 
-
today, session meeting. 9:30 a. m. Sunday. group at 7:30 p.m. - between the morning services. dire T_or.. _
•
-40
and Diane Dixon as pianist,
will • sing at the -morning
services. Special msuic will be
presented at the evening hour.
Guy Cunningham, deacon of
.the week, will assist in the
services.
' Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.* m. with Elbert
Bill Phillips Speaker Sunday
At South Pleasant Grove Church
-Bill Phillips, a Murray Kentucky on legal services for
laywer and a native ' of the eldedy; at Murray State
caul:may County, will be the University, United Campus
lay speaker at South Pleasant Ministry, on legal problems of
Church on Laity Sunday,
October 9.
• Services will start at 11:00
a.m., and will stress the theme
of "God's People," according
to the church minister, the
Bill Phinips
Re*. Dr. William P. Mullins
Mr. Phillips IS a Sunday
School teacher and worked
actively- with the Cemetery-
Committee in establishing a
' perpetual care fund for ' •
maintaining the church
cemetery.
A graduate of the University
of Michigan and the Detroit
College of Law, Phillips has
been in the general practice of -
law for fifteen years. During
the past few months, he was
lectured at the University of
spoken on " the subject of
criminal defense of incligeabh
He and his wife, _Mickey,
have three children, Patti,
Bob and Billy. Mr. Phillips'
parents, Leon and Jessie
- are also native
Calloway Coitetians.
Gary Cooper, the church
layleader, will conduct the'
service of worship. The choir
will be conaucted by Mrs. R.
L Cooper. Mrs. Otto Erwin is
the organist and Tommy
Gaines is the pianist.
The services are open to the
public, said Dr. Mullins.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.4
down0.l.
- Below dam 307.8, ,
Barkley Lake 7 a. m. 356.4. -





a place- to worship' in
Murray. Contact Rev.
J. P. Henning. Phone
1-5224779, P. 0. Box
668, Cadiz, Ky. Af--
Mallon Anderson, Ind.
Carroll VW-Audi
800 Chestnut, Murray -
Great Selection Tertoose From -
• 19:77




Tommy & Marilyn Walker




Da rn cm 'Mathis
low




T •••• •r •• • ,:
•
— • 44./.4.T
Four generations of our family serving yours with Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Economy
Ountral 1Iumi
Third and Maple Streets, Murray, Kentucky
-Telephone
753-2411
- 4.+1. Churchill — A Name yriomous With Service& Integrity
Kenneth Churchill Imes_
and Tommy Lee Walker
Owners
leader in that_mission.
The services are open to the
public and friends of Gary are
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.
